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Abstract:
A review of the international literature was undertaken to examine the relationship between a
vehicle's mass or size and its iduence on occupant protection. A number of specific objectives
were addressed on this relationship and its consequence for vehicle down-sizing in Australia.
There wasconsiderable evidence that occupants in largercars thatcrash have superior protection
to those in smaller cars. However, the precise relationship between size, mass and safety was
complex and not totally clear from this review. While mass appeared to be more relevant in multivehicle crashes, size seemed to be important in rollovers and single vehicle collisions generally.
The question of whether mass or size has greatest influence on safety is relevant if future car
construction emphasises lighter composite materials. Safety features act to offset mass effects
with a suggestion that they have greatest importance for occupants ofsmaller cars. While downsizing was apparent during the seventies, thevehicle fleet mix has remained relatively stable since
then. During this time, down-sizing seemed to have been driven more by changes in vehicle
ownership and two-car families than world-wide oil shortages or economics in this country
Current and proposed design rules do not appear to have much influence on down-sizing.
Economic analysis could throw additional light on the costs and benefits of changes to the
Australian fleet.
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Executive Summary
An extensive review of the international road safety literature was undertaken by the Monash
University Accident Research Centre for the Federal Office of Road Safety to examine the
relationship between vehicle massor size andoccupant safety. More than 70 references on this
topic were uncovered, essentially from the United States of America, but also from Sweden,
Germany, theUnitedKingdom, FranceandCanada. One ortwo Australian referenceswere also
found.

The review set out to clarify issues of importance for Australian vehicles, to consider whether
it is size or mass that is the dominant factor, to reflect on the safety consequences of changes
to the vehicle fleet, and examine the Design rule implications for small and large vehicles It
was not intended to make specific recommendations but rather to raise relevant issues for
discussion and identify areas that might require further research effort.
Mass and Size Effects on Occupant Safety

The literature on the crashworthiness relationship between vehicle mass, size and safety is
rather ambiguous, There was general consensus by most authors that bigger carswere
inherently more safe than smaller ones in a collision. However, trying to define this relationship
more precisely from the literature is problematic, in part, because ofthe number of confounding
influencesanddefinitional differences.

It was concluded in general terms that mass is probably a more important safety feature than
size for most car-to-car collisions, although there was a suggestion that size may predominate
more in rollover crashes and single-vehicle accidents generally
There was large variability in the mass and size effects reported in the literature. One report
claimed that differences ofonly 45kg(100 pounds) can have a marked influence on fatality rates
in multi-car crashes. Given the widespread of effects reported, though, it would be extremely
difficult to quantify precisely the consequences of down-sizing in terms of reduced occupant
safety.
Very few ofthe reports claiming size effects were also consistent in terms ofthe amount ofthis
effect. This may be a function ofthe different ways vehicle size was measured in these studies
(overall dimensions, wheelbase, cabin size,etc). Given that thespace inside the cabin will have
a marked influence on the likelihood and seventy of injury, it might be worthwhile in future
examining size effects in terms of occupant space.
The level of restraint has been shown to have a marked influence on themass (size) and safety
relationship. One study reported that an unbelted driver in a 2000kg car had the same amount
ofprotection asa belted driver in a 1140kg car. It was further claimed that drivers of small cars
gained more from being restrained that thoseof larger ones. It is too early yet to confirm ifthere
is any disproportionate benefit of driver airbags by vehicle size.
The relationship between vehicle massand size andlikelihood of collision is very much
confounded by driver effects. Any effect of vehicle size on risk taking behaviour is at best only
speculative at this time.
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Down-Sizing and the Australian Fleet
Down-sizing in the Australian fleet seems to have occurred mainly during the seventies and
early eighties. While it is often claimed that down-sizing occurred because of the oil crisis at
that time, one local vehicle manufacturer argued that increased purchasing by women and
increases in the rate ofsecond vehicles at that time was the main motivation for down-sizing
in this country
Annual fleet and sales
statistics show that the mix of small andlarge vehicles has been relatively
stable throughoutmost of the 1980’sand 1990’s.
It seems that vehicle design rules inthis country have had little if any effect
on down-sizing in
the past. New crash performance regulations recently introduced in Australia (ADR69) may
have some marginal (upward) influence on car mass in future, although this influence will at
best only be minimal and likely to apply generally across the wholevehicle fleet.
Likely Changes in Future Vehicle Size or Mass
There are twomajor developments world-widewhich may have consequenceson fleet downsizing in the years ahead.
First, there were reports of a growing interest in the use of light-weight materials such as
aluminium and plastics incar construction. While the shell body of a car contributesless than
half the total weight, nevertheless any substantial reduction in mass by the use of lighter
materials could have some consequence on the safety of its occupants in multi-car crashes.
Second, the trend towards theuse offinite element analysis P E A ) in car designto reducemass
while improving structural stiffness has the potential to influence the degree of safety for the
vehicle’s occupants.
Both these trendsneed to be closely monitored to ensure that occupantsafety is optimised and
to highlight the need for future regulationsaimed at improving vehicle safety in this country.
Areas For Further Research
In theabsence of a shift towards smaller vehicles in this country, it is difficultto point to specific
areas requiring further research in down-sizing in Australia.

A cost-benefit study of thelikely effects of down-sizing (and up-sizing) would be difficult at
this time, requiring many assumptions and different scenarios of likely fleet changes and the
effects on the community. Nevertheless, suchan analysis could highlight what are thecritical
issues and the likely consequences of fleet size changes in the future.
Assessing in more detail the motivation for down-sizing both within the community and among
local andoverseas manufacturerswould be helpfulin demonstrating theneed and directions for
further research.

x
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I.

INTRODUCTION

1.1

VEHICLE MASS AND SIZE

There is potentialfor conflict betweenthe competing demands for increased vehicle to
safety
improve
occupant protection and the need for smaller lighter vehicles to reduce energy consumption and
minimise pollutants. Indeed, overseas reports by researchers and research organisations. such
as
Leonard Evans of General Motors Research Laboratories, Bob Campbell formerly of the North
Carolina Highway Safety Research Centre, The Insurance Institutefor Highway Safety, and Claes
Tingvall, Folksam Insurance have a l l reported an apparent linear relationship between increased
occupant protection with increasing vehicle mass. It has been assumed that mass is a proxy for
( 1992) has recently argued that mass
the dominant
is
causative
increased vehicle size, although Evans
factor.
However, very little local research has been conducted
to show whetherthis relationship exists among
theAustraliancarfleet. OnelocalreportbyCamero~MachNeigeretal(1992)notedasimilartrend
from VictorianandN.S.W. crash involvement data when conducting aretrospective crashworthiness
analysis by vehicle make and model for Australian passenger car crashes between 1983 and 1990.
with vehicle mass when speed
zone of the crash
They foundthat the risk of injury was well correlated
was controlled, althoughthe severity of injury seemed to be less affected Moreover, the question
to have been addressed
ofwhether it is size or mass that is the dominant causal factor does not seem
in Australia.
1.2

PROJECT AND OBJECTIVES

The Federal 0 t hof Road Safety recently commissioned the Monash University Accident Research
safety The objectives
Centre to conduct areviewofthe d e c t s ofvehicle mass and size on occupant
specified for this review included the need
to:

.

1.

examine the relationship between injury and vehicle sizeor mass for a variety ofdifferent crash
types from the overseas literature;

2.

contrast the findingsfrom local reports and available datato the extent possibleto see whether
the overseas findings are relevant for Australian vehicles and crashes;

3.

consider if possible whether vehicle size or mass is likely to be the dominant causal factor in
downsizing satety and whether otherfactors also needto be considered;

4.

reflect on the overall consequences ofdownsizing assumingthe eventual vehicle fleet was made
up of a high proportionof smaller vehicles; and

5.

examine the likelyDesignRuleimplicationsforsmallandlargevehicles.

1.3

PROJECT DESIGN

The project called for a review
of local and international literatureto address these objectives. The
was to question the likely effects that changes in passengermass
car and sue
main aim of the review
will have on occupant protectionin Austraha.

raised in the outline for this review. Whilethe review
Anumber of questionsof specific interest were
was to attempt to answer as many of these questions as possible, it was recognised that existing
knowledge and localdata may not be sufficientto provide definitive answers to all these questions.
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Hence,theprojectwastoidentifylocalexlstingdatasourcesthatcouldalsobeusedforamoredetailed
analysis of the effects of vehicle down-sizing on crashworthinessin this country.
1.3.1 The LiteratureReview

The literature review included
a critical assessmentof any local and overseas data which investigated
therelationshipbetweenvehiclesizeandmasswithoccupantprotection.Therewereanumberofdata
on a number of local and
sources available for this review. Initially, searches were conducted
international road safety information sources. Computer searches included the International Road
Research Documentation(IRRD), The Australian LASOR system maintained by the Federal Office
In addition, periodicals such
ofRoad Safety and MEDLINE database through Monash University.
as Injury, Journal of Trauma, and Accident Analysis and Prevention were accessed.

TheINMAGICoccupantprotectiondatabaseatMUARChadover1000rekrencesspecifictovehicle
safety entered onto this system comprising papers and reports from key international conferences
(ESV, AAAM, IRCOBI, STAPP, etc), publications from key safety organisations(NHTS4 TRL,
INRETS,etc),asweUas~omtraditionalroadsaf~info~tionss~~calandHumanFactors
literature through on-line searches, AAP and TRB journals, other international journals, personal
ARRB and FORS publications). Prelinunary analysis revealed more
copies from overseas visits, and
than 50 publications on the INMAGIC database that address various aspects
on the topicofvehicle
safety and car massor size.
Otherinternal MUARC and specialpurposepublications,suchascrashworthiness
reports by
Cameron, Mach and Neiger (1992), Folksam car model safety rating system by Gustafsson et al
(1989) and transport statistics reporton cars by make and model (Departmentof Transport in Uy
1991). MUARC had copiesofall theserelevantand important publications
for inclusionin thereview.
TheAustralianBureauofStatistics(ABS)vehiclecensussurveyseverythreeyearsprovidedSlZLIPShf
data on the vehicle fleet over
the last 10to 15 years while Paxus Australia published yearly statistics
on vehicle sales overthe same period.
1.3.2 Structure of the Report

Suitable papers were critically examined during this
review to extract meaninglid and relevant
findings that bear onthe project objectives. Overseasfindings were interpretedin terms of their likely
relevance andusehlnessfor predicting &ely safety consequences of down-sizingthe Australianfleet.
Thereviewalsoconsideredthepolicyramificationsofaspectsofthereviewwhereissueshavegeneral
implications for the community at large. The report is essentiallya technical discussion of relevant
not able to make s@c
recommendations for
road safety issues of down-sizingandwas
countermeasure developmentor action in this area.
The report is intended
to help ident@gaps in our current state ofknowledge in this areaand hrther
work required to help clarify the likely consequences of down-siig in terms of clean, safe and
environmentally l%iendly vehicles for Australia.

2.

BACKGROUND TO DOWN-SIZING AND SAFETY

2.1

CRASH
COMPATIBILITY

There is a large body of research which suggests that occupant safety is highly related to the
change in velocityperunitof
time (deceleration)experienced by the vehicle during the
collision. Banthia, Miller, Valisetty, and Winter (1993) suggest that, in two car crashes, the
change in velocity during impact is determined by three ratios, the vehicles’ mass, energy
absorbing properties, and crush zone lengths. In the case of a single vehicle accidentthe mass,
energy absorbingproperties and crush lengthsofthe striking vehicle andthe struck object must
be considered.
It is obvious that, to a large extent, the injury outcome forvehicle occupants is determined by
the compatibility between the striking vehicle andthe struck object or vehicle. In the US crash
performance standard FMVSS 208 (and the recently mandated ADR 69), all passenger cars
must meet certain minimum human injury
tolerance levels in a impact test against a rigid barrier.
While this standard may only represent a subset of real world accidents,it is the most common
For this crashconfiguration, the three crash ratios
legislated measure of vehiclesafety
described by Banthia et a1 (1993) all approach maximum values because the rigid barrier has
a very high mass, zero energy absorbing properties and zero crush zone length.

Given that thebarrier is rigid and unyielding,
the striking vehicle has
to absorb all ofthe collision
energy. The collision energy dissipatedin this case is equal to the kinetic energy of the vehicle
as it approaches the barrier, and is all transformed into deformation of the vehicle front. To
perform adequately on the barrier test the deceleration that the vehicle undergoes and the
restraint system mustbe optimised to ensure the human tolerances specified are not exceeded.
Thisisac~evedby~p~the~ofthefro~ofthevehicleandthedesignofthe~tsystem.
Vehicle deformarionis balanced agains~the need to maintain the integrity of the passenger cell and achieve
the t h m human performancecriteria of head @wy, chest deceleration and ferrnrr loading

In vehicle design terms,this means that larger carsare usually softer thansmaller cars. Their weight
disadvantage resulting in higher kinetic energy on impacf can be offset by allowing their larger
physical structure to absorb this energy through its larger crush zone. Smaller cars must absorb their
impact energy (albeitof less amount than for large cars) over a physically smaller structure which
on the occupantsof thesevehicles. Curent
usuaUy leadsto stiffer structures and higher impact forces
rigid barrier crash requirements do nottake into accountany mass effects.
2.1
-~

REAL-WORLD DISADVANTAGE FOR SMALLER CARS

Apart from differencesindesign characteristics betweensmalland large cars, thereareother
ramifications for these vehicles that collide in the real-world. In a fleet of passenger cars of
mixed mass andsize, the safety outcome always favours larger cars over their smaller
counterparts. This is best explained by way of an example.
In a collision, both energy and momentumare subject to the lawsof physics whichdictate that
bothare“conserved”(thePr~nc~p~eofConservulionofMomenrumforinstancestatesthatinany
system of bodies which act and react on each other, the total momentum remains constant).
Figure 2.1 shows an idealised head-on collision betweentwo cars, one smaller (of lower mass)
and one larger (ofgreater mass) The crash is assumed to be inelastic andthe vehicles, remaining
together after the impact, have a common final speed V.
VEHICLE
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Car B

Car A

Figure 2.1 Two cars ofunequalsize colliding head-on
(Card=500Kg speed=V*;CarB=IOOOKg, speed=P)
Equating momentum
( m A VA

- m B vB) = (mA+ mB)V = M V , where M is the combined car masses

If delta VA and delta VB are the changes in velocity of the twocars, it follows then that:
delta vA/deltavB = mB/mA.
In the example shown in Figure 2.1, therefore,
delta vA= 10001500 delta vB, that is, 2 x delta vB
As delta-v is one of the factorswhich determines the forces theoccupant has to withstand in a
collision, those in heavier cars will always better off than those of lighter ones (all other factors
being equal). Ifthe collision takes place over time delta t, the average acceleration of carB, aB
= delta vB/delta t, and for carA, aA
= delta vA/deltat.
Then aAmust also be 2 x aB
Since the forceson the cars are (ideally) balanced, ie;FA = FB,the total energy dissipated E =
FDA +FDB, whereDA andDB
are the crush distances. Thus, the proportioning ofenergy
depends
on the respective crush distances of the two cars. Given the physical differences in size, it is
likely, therefore, thata greater proportionofthe energy will haveto be absorbed by the smaller
car but this is not necessarily so (consider thelimiting case ofa car colliding with a large firmly
anchored energy-absorbing barrier in front of a highway obstruction). In attempting to manage
this, manufacturers can manipulate the crush profiles of their cars.
Ernst et al (1991) maintained that it ispossible to optimise vehicle design for car-to-car
collisions by stiffening the structure of
smaller vehicles while
at thesame time ensuring that the
stiffness of large vehicles underwent a linear increase in stiffness (starting soft and getting
stiffer). This, they argued, would increase collision compatibility. In the event of a collision
between two such cars, the softer portion of the larger vehicle will absorb the initial impact
energy after which both vehicles deform (and absorb collision energy) equally. There are costs
associated with increasing vehicle-vehiclecompatibility,namely
the rigid barrier (single
vehicle) collision performance of both cars is compromised. The stiffer small vehicle will
undergo less deformation, resulting in higher decelerations. Concurrently, the larger vehicle
with linearly increasing stiffness has surrendered energy absorbing potential through softening
the structure. This is offset to some degreeby new regulations which set injury limits requiring
manufacturers to optimise restraint systems and crash zone performance. While a mass ratio
of two might seem extreme, this example demonstrates the compatibility trade-off between
occupant protection in vehicle-vehicle collisions and occupant protection in single vehicle
collisions.
4
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2.2

THE S U E AND SAFETY DEBATE

Research has demonstrated that the physical characteristics of passenger vehicles affect the
injury outcome for occupants in the event of a collision. Vehicle size, andits association with
occupant safety, is one such vehicle characteristic that has received a good deal of research
interest. The nature ofthe relationship between these two vehicle attributes is complex. While
the causal relationships are poorly understood, there is general consensus among researchers
that vehicle size and occupant safety are positively related. That is. as vehicle size increases,
so too, does the safety of its occupants in most collision situations.

?

It is suggested above that vehicle occupant safety in the event collision is highly related to the
change in velocity per unit oftime (deceleration) experienced by the vehicle, determined by its
mass, crush zone length, and energy absorbing properties. Discussion of energy absorbing
characteristics ofpassenger vehicles is commonly restricted to the safety features ofthe vehicle
interior (eg. seat belts, airbags, energy absorbing steering columns, etc), presumably because
the vast majority of the current passenger vehicle fleet are constructed using the samematerials
and methods of manufacture (steel monocoque). The current debate regarding the association
between ofthe physical characteristics ofpassenger vehicles and occupant protection therefore
focuses largely onthe mass and crush zone lengths ofthe striking vehicle and the object struck.
Efforts to determine the essence ofthe size-safety relationship have been driven to a large extent
by demands for increased fuel economy. Proponents of theneed for increased fuel economy
argue that increased kilometres per litre of fuel will result in reductions in environmental
damage caused by engine emissions, consumption of natural resources, and dependency on
foreign oil markets (a dependency demonstrated in the recent war in the Persian Gulf). In
response to calls for increased fuel economy, the average vehicle size overseas has supposedly
been declining sincethe seventies. For example, down-sizing in the General Motors (US) car
fleet was supposed to have occurred between the mid-seventies to the mid-eighties which is
claimed to have resulted in a 27% increase in fatalities attributed to the newer, smaller, lighter
models (Consumer Research Magazine, 1991). However, while this was the case in the US
during the 1970’s and 1980’s, it is not clear whetherdown-sizing is still occumnginthat country
today.
2.2.1 The Consequences of Reduced Size
The ambiguity of terms like “down-sizing” and “vehicle size” create difficulties and cause
misunderstanding in discussions regarding the association between vehicle size and safety. The
term “vehicle sire” can correctly be used as a description ofweight, external dimensions (such
as length, width and height), engine capacity, and many other indicators of car size. For the
purposeof this discussion the term "external size” will be used as a descriptor of a vehicles’
external dimensions (typically wheelbase), and mass as a descriptor of vehicle weight. Downsizing results in shorter, narrower, and often lighter cars. While these vehicle attributes are
highly correlated, researchers have attempted to isolate the individual contribution of each to
occupant safety. Most prevalent in the literature are estimates of theeffects of vehicle mass,
and to a lesser extent, external size (wheelbase, total length, track-width), on occupant safety.
The influences of vehicle weight and external size on occupant safety, have each been thought
of as dominant by different researchers at different times.

~

These two vehicle characteristics are highly correlated and therefore are equally wellencapsulated in the rather nebulous term “vehicle sire”. Because most cars are of similarsteel
?
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monocoque construction, heavier cars tend to be longer and wider than lighter ones. Kahane
(1991) calculated the correlations between these attributes for the 19701982US. car fleet. The
correlations between vehicleweight and wheelbase, weight andtrack width, and wheelbase and
track width were 0.93, 0.92, and 0.91 respectively.
More recent analyses conducted by Wood, Mooney, Doody,and &ordain (1993) reported a
correlation of 0.86 between vehicle mass and overall length for the 1990 US. car fleet. This
apparent decrease in the strength of association between mass and length may simply be
attributable to the hlgher variability of overall lengths than wheelbase lengths. Alternatively,
such anobservation would beexpected as result ofdiversification of design andmanufacturing
techniques as the car manufacturers develop new and innovative designs in order to met the
manydemands of the market (to optimise occupant protection, passenger comfort, fuel
economy, aesthetic appeal, affordability, etc.) Nonetheless, it is apparent thatthe many
descriptors of vehicle size are highly related, even for the currentvehicle fleet The extent to
which the same can be said of the Australian fleet is not known.
Vehicle size and safety are related via several quite conceptually different mechanisms, each
of which will bepresented more fully in the following discussion. In short, size and safety are
related through the associationsbetween size and crashworthiness, size and crash aggressiveness, and size and crashproneness.
The association between vehicle size andoccupant protection, or “crashworthiness” as it has
come to be known, is suchthat larger cars offer more protectionto their occupantsin the event
of collision. Some debate surrounds theissue of whether the increased protection is afforded
by virtue of the larger vehicles’ external size,crush space (theamount of material availablefor
absorbing collision forces before the occupant space is intruded),other safety features, or mass
which of course is correlated to these other dimensions.
The term “aggressiveness” is used to describe the extent to which avehicle transferscollision
energy to thestruck object in preference to absorbing it itself (a share ofwhich is apportioned
to the occupants). Vehicle aggressiveness is directly related to vehicle mass. For a given
velocity, heavier cars transfer more energy than lighter ones to a fixed object. Similarly, in
multiple vehiclecrashes, heavier cars hit the othervehicle with moreforce than do lighter cars,
for example, a l200kg car travelling at 6 0 M has the same energy at impact as an 800kg car
travelling at approximately 73km/h. Put simply, the laws ofconservation ofmomentum dictate
in lighter
that occupants in heavy cars are subject to less severe decelerations than occupants
ones.
Vehicle size is also related to safety through itseffects on crashproneness, or propensity to be
involved ina collision. Cars that arelighter and smaller tend to have a higher centre ofgravity
(this is explained inmore detail further on) and, therefore, more likely to roll-over than larger,
heavier cars. Cars that aremore likely to roll-over are more likely to cause occupantinjuries.
2.2.2 Mass as a Proxy for Size
Given that the vehicle size and safety debate is usually driven by demands for increased fuel
economy, it is not surprising that vehicle mass is the most common proxy for vehicle size
encountered in the literature. Of all descriptors of vehicle size, mass is the one most closely
related to fuel efficiency (General Accounting Office, 1991). In a review ofpast research ofthe
association between vehicle size and safety, Evans (1985d) stated that:
6
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In a11 cases, wecharaderise car sizeby thephysical varrable mass as meamredby
the curbmassofhe car. We ihendetermmerelation betweenprobable driverdeath
(or rnjuryl and car mass. Such relations
do not imply /hat car mass, as such, is the
causativefactor. Clearly, a widevariev of vehicular characteristics are strongly
correlatedwrth car mass (eg.j wheelbase,track, size in general, hood Iength, trunk
srze, engine displacement, etc.). (Evans 1985d, p. 548)

-,

It cannot be denied, though, that in the case oftwo car crashes, mass figures prominently in the
laws and equations used to describe the dynamics of the collision (Evans, 1991).

There are safety trade-offs associated with vehicle weight in that increased weight generally
protects the occupants of the heavier vehicle often to thedetriment of the other vehicle struck
Unlike the trade-offs associated with vehicle weight, increased vehicle size does not increase
the risks of otherroad users. There is some controversy regarding the issueof whether or not
increased vehicle size provides increased occupant protection over and above the effects of
increased weight and changed structural design. Because the manufacture ofnearly all
passenger vehicles
involve
similar
materials
and
methods, reductions in size are necessarily

-

f

associated with changed design and/or changed weight.
It is known however, that weight has a greater effect on fuel economy than size. Therefore, its
conceivable that reductions in weight that are not associated with reductions in size may result
in less safety losses and better fuel economy (Consumer Research Magazine, 1991). This is
based on the assumption that size has safety enhancingeffects apart from those attributable to
associated mass effects (this will be discussed further in a later section).

-

2.2.3 Problems Defining Mass and S u e

Various definitions of car weight are used in investigations that relate vehicle size and safety.
The “unladen cur weigh/” is that specified by the manufacturer (with or withouta quantity of
fuel), the term “car weight” as defined by Adman, Gustafsson, Nygren, and Tingvall(1984)
is the unladen car weight plus 75 kilograms
Joksch and Thoren (1 984) distinguished six different car classes using definitions of car size
described by Insurance Institute for Highway Safety ( W S ) . The six categories described by
IMS are defined in terms of wheelbase, in roughly five inch increments, as small and large
subcompacts, small andlarge compacts, intermediate, and large cars. Ofcourse these
categories
are relative, and defined by the distribution of wheelbases of thefleet at the time that they are
defined. As the carfleet has slowly reduced in size, so to has the size (range ofwheelbases) of
car thatis described in each category. For example, someten year old cars that were considered
intermediate ten years ago, would now fall withinthe large car category. They noted that the
size categories that they employed were not those currently used by the US. automobile
industry. The size categories used in preference to those described by the IMS, are defined by
theEnvironmentalProtection Authority (EPA) in terms ofinteriorvolume ratherthan
any linear
dimension ofthe car. The twodefinitions, although making use of many of the same category
labels, do not correspond perfectly.
Partyka and Boehly (1989) and Partyka (1990) demonstrated that large differences exist
between reported vehicle weights in fatality data (the Fatal Accident Reporting System file
maintained by the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration) compared to registration
data (R.L. Polk & Co.’sNational Vehicle Population Profile files) The observed discrepancy
between these two data sources is of particular concern to the many US. researchers that use

~~
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them. Partyka demonstrated that systematic differences in car weight coding complicate the
use ofFARS and Polk registration data tocalculate fatality rates (number killed perregistered
vehicle).
Overall the registration data were found to describe any particular make model and model year
car asapproximately one hundred pounds heavier than described in the fatality data. Theeffects
ofthis discrepancy is to bias analysesof fatalities per registered vehicle against lighter cars. To
demonstrate the effect of the observed discrepancy on fatality rate estimates, Partyka and
Bowhly (1989) and Partyka (1990) compared fatality rates calculated using the two different
sources ofvehicleweight information. Using the uncorrected data, the
number of fatalities per
registered vehicle was approximately five timesgreater for thesmallest size class (under 1950
pounds) compared to the largest size class (over 3950 pounds), whereas estimates based onthe
corrected weight data indicated that the fatalities per registered vehicle was only two times
greater for the same smallest size class compared to the largest size class, a huge difference.
The relationship between injury levels and car size is alsoconfounded by the fact that larger cars
typically carry more occupantsthan smaller ones. This can also lead
to a bias against larger cars
because of the greaternumber of occupantswho can beinjured. One way of dealing with this
biasis by considering onlydriverinjury rates (Evans, 1992). A problem created by this
“occupancy rate bias” not controlled for in driver only injuries is the differential effects that
occupancy rates have on the crash weight of small andlarge vehicles. All vehicles have a crash
weight that exceeds the official weight of the car by the weight of its payload. As we are
discussing passenger vehicles, one would assume that the payload consists predominantly of
its occupants. As larger vehicles tend to have higheroccupancy rates, thediscrepancy between
the official weight and the crash weight is likely to be largest for large cars. Partykaand Boehly
(1989) and Partyka (1990) demonstrated the dramatic effects that a mere 100 pound bias in
vehicle weights can have on relative safety assessments. The extent to which this occupancy
rate bias influences the strength of association between size andsafety is hitherto unknown and
is worthy of hrtherinvestigation.
2.2.4 Car Size Versus Mass

Evans and Frick (1992b) set about determining which of a vehicle’s attributes, external size
(wheelbase) or mass, has thegreater influence on occupant safety. Their analyses were
conducted on 1975-1989 FARS file data fortwo car crashes in which the mass and wheelbase
known. In two similar publications,Evans and Frick (1992a; 1992b)used mass
ofboth cars was
ratios and wheelbase ratios to assess the influence ofthese variables on fatality rates. When cars
of thesame wheelbase but different mass collided,the driver of thelighter car was morelikely
to be killed than thedriver of the heavier car. When cars ofsimilar massbut different wheelbase
collided, any effectdue todifferences in wheelbase were toosmall to be detected by the same
method thatclearly demonstrated effects dependent on car mass. Based on these findings, they
concluded that mass is the dominant causative factor in the largedependence of driver fatality
risk on “size” in two-car crashes, with external body size playing at most a secondary role.
They argued that theonly crash situations where mass does not play an important role are those
involving a crash between two cars ofthe same mass andthose involving fixedobject collisions
of essentially infinite mass. In these situations, they conceded that mass effects were more
likely
dependent on some other propertyofthe vehicle that varies with mass, most likely its external
size.

8
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Further, evidence that car characteristics other than mass mediate the crash outcome in terms
of occupant injury is found in the changing association between mass and injury risk for
different vehicle ages.
In contrast to effects of mass observed for crash configurations in which massis not expected
toplayaroleinthecrashoutcome,largeeffectsofmassthatareobservedwhencarsofdissimilar
mass collide appear to be largely, if not intrinsically related to mass and its crucial role in the
laws of conservation o f momentum
Banthia, Miller, Valisetty, and Winter (1993) present an alternative viewpoint to the one held
by Evans. These researchers (who incidentally work for Alcoa) claimed that the widely held
view that lightweighting cars is detrimental to safety stems from the fact that efforts to reduce
weight have usually meant down-sizing structure. Banthia and his colleagues claimed that
findings such as those reported by Evans and Frick (1992a) who compared the safety of cars
with similar wheelbase butdifferentmass,
promote the notion that lightweightingand
crashworthiness represent competing and contradictory demands on design.
This assertion is basedon comparisons betweencars that employ similar materials andmethods
of construction, and rightlyso, as these represent the current state ofplay inpassenger vehicle
manufacture. Nonetheless, these findings should not be extrapolated to assert that lightweight
aluminium cars would be less safe than steel cars (Banthia et al. 1993). Such extrapolation
would be based on two fimdamentally invalid assumptions, (l), that the energy absorption
properties o f steel and aluminiumare equivalent, and (2),that design would not be adapted to
take advantage o f aluminium’s characteristics
Banthia et al(l993) discuss the safety advantages of lightweighting cars, particularlyin regard
to two-car crashes. By virtue oftheir momentum advantage, theyargued, heavier vehiclespose
agreaterrisk to theoccupants oflightervehicles. This inherent“aggresszveness” ofthe heavier
vehicle can, and should,be reduced by reducing the weight, and hence momentumadvantage,
of heavy vehicles (Bauman, Goesch, Holtze & Schwede, cited in Banthia et al., 1993). While
increased mass may be aggressive to other road users, this is not thecase for size which is always
(potentially) protective. They claimed that design standards should specify ranges o f aggresvulnerable occupants
siveness that ensure reasonable and acceptable levels ofrisk for the more
of small cars (Banthia et al 1993).
Banthia cited two pieces of research that concludedvehiclesize(wheelbase)
influential than mass in the relationship between sue and safety

wasmore

“...Graham(I992)atlributedreducedoc~pantinjuryinheaviercarstothelarger
0 ‘Neil et al. (1971) considered both car slze and car mass separately in an
anahtical regresszon ofa trafjc set andfoundthat, of thetwo effects on occupani
injury, car size is more pronounced ihan inter-vehicular weighf dfference ’
(Banthia et al 1993, p2).

size.

-~

Banthia and his colleagues concluded that front end structures with longer crush zones that
crush progressively result in lower decelerations, which in turn result in lower loads on the
occupants and hence, lower injury seventy Their contention was that large lightweight cars
canprovidethisprotection,whileatthesametimeposelessthreattootherroadusers. Insupport
various vehicle
ofthis assertion, Banthia et al reportedthe weight savingachievedby
manufacturers through research and development programs that employed aluminium in the
primary bodystructure Weight savings in the orderof 30% percent, on the body structure and
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some panels, were achieved with relative ease. These weight savings can be compounded by
reductions in the weights of other systems, for example, the demands placed on both theengine
and the brakes would be reduced in the lighter car allowing these systems to be reduced in size
and weight.
O'Neil, Joksch and Haddon (cited in McLean, 1980) examined the role of vehicle size as
opposed to vehicle weight using police reported accident data from North Carolina. They
reported that, in the event of a two-car crash, vehicle size has a greater influence on the
likelihood of occupants sustaining injuries, where larger vehicles were associated with lower
rate of injury

It is conceded that many facts regarding the association between vehicle size and risk of
occupant injury continue to elude clear definition. For example, in 1992 Leonard Evans, the
singly most prolific author of research in this area, stated:
not know with much precision the relative contributions of weight and
[external/ size to efJectsfoundfor djferentiypes. More precisequanizjication is
desirablefor all relationships".
' 'We do

However, it is Evans' (1992) contention that our knowledge about the relationship between
reduced vehicle size and increased fatalities is as well known (and with the same degree of
confidence) as that of the relationship between increased speed limits and increased fatalities
or increased safety belt wearing rates and decreased fatalities.
2.3

CRASHWORTHINESS AND CRASHPRONENESS

Vehicle safety performance can be measured in many ways. From the safety viewpoint, we are
generally interestee in the ability of the vehicle to assist in breaking the road trauma chain,
shown in Figures X and 2.3 from Cameron, Mach, Neiger, et al(1992). The vehicle's safety
performance can reflect the various risks shown in these figures and we are interested in
knowing the vehicle characteristics for which these risks are relatively high or low, either in
terms of its crashworthiness or crashproneness.
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Figure 2.2 The pre-crash road trauma chain (fromCameron et al1992).
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Figure 2.3 The crash andpost-crash road trauma chain

(fromCameron et a/ 1992).
The concepts of “crushorthiness” and “crashproneness” are fundamentally different and need
to be clarified in this
context. ”Crashworfhmness”is taken to mean a vehicle’s secondary safety
performance in a collision (McLean, 1982). Implicit in its use is an understanding of human
tolerance to impacts. It involves two structural properties or requirements in crash protection.
First, a crashworthy vehicle is one which minimises intrusion of its own structure into the
passenger compartment. Severe intrusions can often resultsin injury to the vehicle’s occupants
from direct contact with the intruding structure (Fildes et a1 1991). Second, a crashworthy
vehicle is one which aimsto absorb much of the energy of the crash in itsown structure, thereby
reducing the level of impact forces on the occupants.

“Crushproneness”, on the otherhand, istaken to mean the susceptibilityof vehicle to crashing,
which is more akin to the primary safety concept of crash involvement and avoidance. It
involves a vehicle’s ability to avoid collisions by features, such as its stability, resistance to
failure, and brakmg capacities. Not surprisingly, driver’s abilities (or more correctly inabilities)
are often intimately associated with crashproneness. That is, a vehicle which is over-involved
in terms of collisions rates may be prone because of some vehicle defect or simply because it
is attractive to drivers known to be over-involved in collisions. This raises the possibility that
vehicles that attract thoseover-involved in collisions (say
young drivers) may require superior
handling and braking characteristics
7

~.

2.3.1 Vehicle Safety Ratings

Organisations in Scandinavia, UK and USA regularly publish performance figures on vehicle
crashworthiness and crashproneness by make and model to guide consumers when purchasing
new cars. More recently, Australia, too, has published similarfigures. The overwhelming effect
ofthe vehicle’s mass or size on these figures has been noted by several ofthe publications (c f.,
Gustafsson et al 1989; Cameron et al 1992).

Crashpronenessrufzngsmeasureoneofthepre-crashrisks showninFigure2.2.Which ofthese
risks is measured depends on the type of exposure used as the denominator of the involvement
rate. For mass accident data comparisons of makesimodels, it is most common to use numbers
of vehicles registered as the denominator and to measure risk (C) by the involvement rate. It
_r
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would be preferable to measure risk (B), but road use databy makehodel
is not always available
to calculate the appropriate rate. Risk (A) may be even more preferable as it would measure the
ability of the vehicle to assist the driver to recover from some critical pre-crash situations (eg.
skidding out of control).

Crashworthiness rutingsmeasure the risks shown in Figure 2.3. The starting event is the crash
involvement and there are various risks of injury depending on the severity level specified.
Injury risk is measured by the injury rate, which is the number of persons killed or injured
divided by the number involved incrashes. Since many of our data sourceshave some minimum
level of injury as the entry criterion, it is useful to define injury seventy as the risk of severe
injury (given that the vehicle occupant is injured). Injury severity can also relate to therisk of
death, for occupants who areinjured. The number of crash involvements forms the exposure
to injury risk and isknown as “crush exposure”. In injury data collections, the event ofbeing
injured (to a level providing entry to the datasystem) represents the ‘‘injury exposure” to the
risk of severe injury.
Vehicle ratings for different makeshnodels have been developed to measure each of the risks
defined above. Whether the observed differences measure differences in vehicle safety
characteristics can depend on how the ratings are calculated. Differences in the driver and
passenger characteristics, in the crash speed, in environmental factors, and in the crash type,
could potentially hide any vehicledesign differences. Ifthe aim ofvehicle ratings is to measure
true differences in vehicle safety, then the analysis needs to take into account these other
differences. This can be done by normalisation, ie. making the exposure distribution the same
for all makedmodels, or by estimating the expected rating of a specific makdmodel (taking
exposure into account) foruse as a reference figure against which the actual rating should be
compared.
2.3.2 Relative Role of Worthiness and Proneness

Johnston (1984) noted that vehicle factors have been estimatedin several studies to be thecause
of about 10% of crash involvements (road user factors cause about 90% and environmental
factors cause about 30%; multiple causes arecommon). At least some ofthesevehicle-related
causal factors are due tovehicle condition rather than to vehicle design. Thus thereis much less
potential for finding make/model differences in vehicle design related to crash involvement.
Cameron et al(l992) argued that the development of crashworthiness ratings should be given
priority in vehicle safety ratings because oftheir greater potential to find significantdifferences
in vehicle design between makes and models of cars. Crash involvementratings are constrained
by the relatively small role that vehicle design plays in causing crashes (assuming that itseffects
can be separated for the factors affecting the risk of crashes).
2.3.3 Estimating “Rates” and the Problem ofExposure

A challenge that must be met by all investigations that employ real world accident data to
estimate either involvement rates or risk of injury, is that of exposure or opportunity to be
involved in an accident. A measure of exposure is mandatory if the aim of analysis is to
understand the influence of a particular variable on observed behaviour. For example, no
amount of data onthe number of accidents involving male and female drivers will allow insight
into thequestion of which sex is at greater risk of being involved in an accident. Such insight
will only be afforded by ameasure of exposure, enabling acomparison of accidents per unit of
12
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exposure. Various units of exposure are commonly used in the literature (eg . per driver, per
registered vehicle, per unit of distance of travel), however most are open to thecriticism that
they do not take account of all of the influential variables.
Evans (1985e) describes exposure as “aN ihe factors that might affecf the accrdent rate, uzith
the exception of the parfzcular factor whose efJect is being itwestigate8’, such that in an
investigation ofthe effects ofvehicle mass, vehicle age would be a component of exposure and
vice-versa, in an investigation ofthe effects of vehicle age.vehicle mass would be a component
of exposure.
2.3.4 Vehicle Age

/

The effects ofvehicle age on the association between vehicle size and safety is complex. First,
vehicle size has been decreasing since the 1970’s therefore many older are relatively large.
However, these older andheavier cars have higher fatality rates than their newer, lighter
counterparts (the later being more likely to employ designed characteristics that have been
demonstrated to offer more advantageous collision energy dissipation).
Evans and Frick (1993)used ratios ofvehicle mass and relative driverfatality risk intwo vehicle
crashes to analyse 1975 to 1989 FARS file data. They conducted analyses in which the model
year ofcrash involved cars was unrestricted, restricted to pre-1980, and restricted to 1980and
later. Post-I980 model year cars demonstrated a smaller mass effectthan pre-1980 model year
cars. The relationship between car mass and driver fatality risk was strongerfor pre-1980 year
model cars than it was for all year models. Conversely the relationship between car mass and
driver fatality risk was not as strong for 1980 and later year model cars as it was for all year
models. Evans and Frick suggested that the critical differences between newer and older cars
were most likely to be broad differences in vehicle designthat are correlated with vehicle age.
-.

-.

-

Similarly, analyses conducted by Evans and Frick (1992a) investigated the nature ofthe effect
that vehicle age has on the association between vehicle mass and driver fatality risk. Using 15
years (1975-1989) ofFARS file data, they revealed that the relationship between vehicle mass
and driver fatality risk decreased monotonically from 1975 to 1984 This decline was followed
by an increase to 1989. Evans and Frick argued that these datacontained every indication of
a mass effect onrelative driver fatality riskfor futureyear models returning to levels similar to
that seen in the 1970’s. They speculated that the decline of the mass effect was most likely
attributable to differences in design between large and small cars, whereby small cars were
subject to structural redesign to better manage the dissipation of collision energy before larger
cars. Later, when large cars too weresubject to redesign, mass effects returned to levels seen
previously.
Ernst et a1 (1991) acknowledged the contribution of vehicle age in determining the outcome of
the collision for the occupants and accounted for such effects through case selection criteria.
Vehicle age was restricted to a maximum of ten years, on the basis that older cars were more
likely to be heavier and stiffer, creating compatibility problems for newer lighter cars Also,
older cars were considered likely to be more severely corroded, possibly affecting collision
consequences.
2.3.5 Driver Age and Sex

Avastbodyofroad safetyresearch hasdemonstratedtheextent ofthe “youngdriverproblem”,
whereby younger inexperienced drivers are considerably over-represented in the accident
<.
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statistics (Drummond 1989). Evans (1985b) reported that the over-involvement of young
drivers in accidents to the order of 400 percent means that any vehicleor class ofvehicles that
preferentially attracts or repels young drivers will have an anomalous involvement rate in
accidents. Obviously, the age ofthe driver has a moremarked influence ona particular vehicle’s
crashproneness than its crashworthiness. The sex ofthe driver, too, has been shown to influence
this relationship (Evans 1991) However, as ageingleads to frailty, then cars that are attractive
to theolder population may also have higher injury risk and
seventy of injury rates which also
need to be controlled for.
Joksch and Thoren (1984) examined the effects of driver sex and age, on driver fatality rates
per vehicle mile of travel. The effects of these variables were described by these workers as
interacting on three levels: the risk of accident involvement, the severity of the accident, and
the risk ofan injury beingfatal. The risk ofaccident involvement andthe severity ofthe accident
are both higher for younger drivers, while the risk of fatality given a collision increases with
increasing age. Joksch and Thoren reported that youngmale drivers had more than twice the
involvement rate for single-vehicle accidents than their female counterparts, however the
difference decreased with increasing age to theextent that the patternwas reversed for those
aged 70 years and over The oldest drivers demonstrated higher involvement rates than the
middleaged drivers, butstill lower than the young drivers. They acknowledged that the
observed effects of sex and age were not only due to differences in driver behaviour, but also
to differences in exposure between drivers of different sex and age.
Evans (1985b)stressed the importance of removing driver age, and subsequently developed a
method of adjusting exposure data to allow for any age effects. He fitted a linear relation
between driver age and mass of car driven using seven pre-existing data sets to develop an
average relationship that canbeused
to supplement exposuredata with the ability to
disaggregate by driver age. One problem with Evans’ analytic relation is that it is really only
useful for adjusting data from the US. fleet at the time that it was calculated.
The confounding effects of driver variables, age and sex, inthe association between vehicle size
and fatality risk were confirmed by Evans and Frick (1993). Analyses based on only those
crashes in which drivers were the same sex and within five years of the same age revealed
stronger effects of mass than analyses using all crashes. Indeed, female drivers werefound to
be 1.16 times as likely to be killed as their male counterparts, in any given collision. Older
drivers (40+ years) were 3.1 times more likely to be killed than younger drivers (under25 years),
in any given collision.
Others, too, have demonstrated the effects ofdriver
age on the association between vehicle size
and fatality risk. For example Adman, Gustafsson, Nygren, and Tingvall(l984) reported that
young drivers showed the highest frequency of injury in each car weight group. Ernst et al
(1991) controlled for the effects occupant age in their analysis as the seriousness of injuries
sustained in a given accident are greater for elderly drivers. On the other hand, collisions
involving younger drivers are more likely associated with excessive speeding.
Smith and O’Day (1982) reported an incidence of the phenomenonreferred to as “Simpson’s
Paradox”, whereby aggregate data mask, or misrepresent a real effect. These researchers
conducted an analysis of twoconsecutive years (1 975-1976) of Texas,police reported, single
vehicle, fatal, passenger car accidents to compare fatality rates for these crashes as function
a
ofboth carweightand driver age. Analysesconducted on aggregate datasuggested that carsue
has little or no effect on fatality risk in single vehicle crashes. However, when the data were
14
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disaggregated with respect to driver age, the association between fatalityrates and car weight
for each ofthe twosubsets of drivers (young, less than 35 years, and old, 35 years plus) was
stronger than that exhibited in the aggregate data. The analysis of the disaggregated data
revealed that older drivers show a decrease in fatality risk with increasingcar size, such thatif
these drivers all changed to the smallest weight class. a 40% increase in fatalities would be
expected This was truealso, butto a lesser extent.for younger drivers. wherebyifthese drivers
aU changed to the smallest weight class, a 17% increase in fatalities would be expected.
Fontaine (1 992) conducted an analysisofFrench road accident data and reported that driver age
potentially influencedthe association between vehiclefactors and safety ontwo levels. Young
drivers, particularly those in high power-to-weight ratio vehicles, tended to be over-involved
in loss of control accidents, and indeed all accidents. Also, given an accident involvement,
younger drivers were more resilient. She stressed the need to employ accurate and reliable
exposure data in such studies.
Having conceded that driver age can have an enormous effect on the likelihood of a vehicle
being involvedin an accident and the outcome of the accident, care must be taken in choosing
a method to account for such effects. For example in an effort
to account for driver age effects
Evans (1982) assumed that drivers andowners were thesame people, as owner age data rather
than driver age data was available. There are two problems associated with this assumption.
The first was demonstrated by Gustafsson, Nygen, and Tingvall(1984), compared these two
ages for an
accident data setand reported thatthe age ofthe
driver and the ageofthe owner were
the same 72%ofthe time, in further
a
16% ofcases the age ofthe
driver andthe ageofthe owner
were within 5 years. The second, is that theinaccuracy inthis datacould reasonablybe expected
to show a unidirectional bias whereby average owner age would exceed average driver age.
With regard to young driversthis would be expected on the grounds thatchildren driving their
parents’ cars would be more likely than the reverse.
2.4
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SOLUTIONS TO THE EXPOSURE PROBLEM

It is stated above that
a measure of exposureis critical ifthe aim of analysis is to understand the
influence of a particular variable on observed behaviour, such that a comparison of accidents
per unit of exposure can be made. Various units of exposure are commonly usedin the literature
(eg., per driver, per registeredvehicle, per unit of distance oftravel) Invariably these methods
of estimating exposure involve the melding of several differentsources of data
which is at best
a difficult process.
Evans (1 982), for example, useddata from three different sources to enable estimates offatality
risk broken down by vehicle mass. Fatality data fiorn the FARS file, registration data from
registration files,and owner age data f?om arandomsample of driver in one US. State were
merged togetherto amveat a breakdown offatality risk per registered vehicleby driver age and
vehicle mass. The practice of blending two different sources hasbeen shown to be fraught with
danger (Joksch & Thoren, 1984), particularly the FARS file and registration data (Partyka,
1990). Moreover, such methods of estimating exposure are all, to some extent, open to the
criticism that they do not take account ofthe numerous other factors thatmay be influencing
the accident rate. Alternatives to these techniques have been developed to allow comparisons
of, for example, injury risk in a way that either accounts for, or is independent of, driver
exposure.

~~
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2.4.1 The Pedestrian Exposure Approach
Evans (1984) developed an innovative new pedestrian exposure approach to allow analysis of
fatality data, in this case, the FARS file. A problemintrinsic to fatality data is that no
conventional measure of exposure is contained within the data as
only fatal accidents are coded.
Evans’ new approach was developed in an effort to better account for themultitude of factors
that have an unknown influence onthe association between vehicle size and safety, using only
data internal to the file. The vast majority of passenger car collisions are not coded in fatality
statistics because themajority do not result in a fatality. On the otherhand, crashes that involve
pedestrians and motor cyclists are coded when this pedestrian is killed.
Generally speaking, the method hinges onthe assumption that pedestrian fatalities are
proportional to pedestrian crashes, and that cars strikepedestrians with the same frequency as
they strike all other objects. Then the number of pedestrian fatalities that a particular class or
group ofcars is involved in, can be taken as a measure ofthat group or class ofvehicle crashes
in general. Central to this estimate of exposure is the assumption that in crashes in which either
a pedestrian or motorcyclist is killed,the fatality is not related to car mass, and that theratio of
the number ofpeople killed inmass dependent crashes to the number killed in massindependent
crashes gives an estimate of how car mass affects the likelihood of driver fatality. Because
driver behaviour effects are presumed to be included in both pedestrian and occupant fatality
rates, this estimate of the“muss effect” is asserted by Evans to be a pure measure of how the
likelihood of driver fatality depends on the factor under investigation, all other factorsbeing
equal.

A critical assumption of exposure approach is that when a car and non-occupant (pedestrian or
motorcyclist) collide, the probability that the non-occupant is killed does not depend on the
vehicle attribute (in this case, mass). It is assumed that the likelihood of a pedestrian or
motorcyclist fatality is not dependant on driver age, and that exposure of cars of
different mass
to both type offatality andcrash location is homogeneous (ie., it denies any effects fiom thetime
of day, speed of impact, urban or rural location, etc.).

2.4.2 Mass and Driver FatalityRisk
An alternative method used extensively by Evans and Frick (1 992a; 1992b; 1993) to investigate
fatality data for the
effects ofmass onfatality risk involves the use ofratios ofvehiclemass and
relative driver fatality risk in two vehicle crashes. In this method, a study is made of the
association between the fatality ratio (the ratio of driver fatalities in the heavier car to driver
fatalities in the lighter car) and the mass ratio (the ratio ofthe mass ofthe heavier car to the mass
of the lighter car, always greater than one), and further, the influence of various other vehicle,
driver and crash configuration factors can be evaluated. The advantage of such an approach is
that nomeasure of exposure is required as all factors other thanthe oneunder investigation is
included in both the denominator and numerator of both ratios.

2.4.3 Double-Pair Comparison Method
Yet another method developed by Evans and Frick (1986) is termed the double pair comparison
method. Evans first conceived ofthe double pair comparison method as a method ofexamining
the contribution ofdriver factors, such as age, sex or safety belt use, to theassociation between
vehicle size and safety. This was achieved by comparing the injuries sustained by a “target”
occupant to those sustained by an “other” occupant ofthe samevehicle involved in a collision,
16
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where the only difference between these two occupants is the particular characteristic under
investigation. The double pair comparison methods is based on the assumption that whentwo
occupants of a crashed car are compared, equivalent in all respect except one, the contribution
of that difference to occupant safety can be assessed.
Swedish researchers at Folksam (Gustafsson, et al, 1989; KrafFt, Kullgren, Lie. Nygren, and
Tingvall, 1991; Koch,Kullgren, Lie and Tingvall, 1991) extendedthe double pair comparison
method from onethat givesinsightinto
the effects of driver factors to onethat allows
comparison of different car models. The Folksam researchers started with the proposition that
for each car model the probability of injury varies as a function of accident severity, and that
each car model has an unknown accident severity distribution. However when two different
car models collide the severity for each is equal, assuming a mass ratio of one (approximated
by weight classes). Under these circumstances the relative injury risk associated with each of
the models was compared. It is conceivable that this same extended double pair Comparison
characteristics such as external
method could be used to assess the influence of specific vehicle
size or mass.

r.
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3.

REVIEW OF AUSTRALIANLITERATURE

Very little researchinto theeffects of down-sizing on occupant protection has beenconducted
in Australia. One of the few pieces of early research was conducted at the Road Accident
Research Unit at the University of Adelaide by Dr. lack McLean and his colleagues.
3.1

ADELAIDE IN-DEPTE STUDY

McLean (1 982) undertook a studyinto the relationship between energy conservation and road
safety in Australia usingdata he collected aspart ofthe Adelaide “In-Depth” study by McLean
andRobinson (1979). As part ofthis review. hereported on the effect ofcar size by distribution
of driver’s injury severity, measuredby Abbreviated Injury Severity(AIS) score compiled into
total Injury Severity Score (ISS) An analysis of these data revealed that occupants of larger
cars were generally less likely to be injured or less likely to sustain severe injuries than those
in smaller cars in either single-vehicle or carheavy vehicle collisions. A summary of these
results in shown in Figure 3 . 1 below.
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Figure 3.1 Car size by likelihood o fan injury in a severe crash

(replotted fromdata presented by McLean 1982).
These findings were somewhat remarkable as McLean’s data only included casualty crashes
(that is, urban collisions in which an ambulancewas called to the scene). Even so, there was
Furthermore, this
stillan apparent relationship between size andsafety in thesedata.
relationship was shown to apply to both belted and unbelted drivers in this early study.
3.2

THE MUARC CRASHWORTHINESS STUDIES

More recently, the relationship between vehicle mass (size) and safety in Australia for cars
manufactured during the 1980’s was reported by Cameron, Mach Neiger, et a1 (1 992) in their
study of the relative safety of cars offered for sale as a way of encouraging manufacturers to
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improve the crash performance of their products. While the main thrust of this report was on
providing consumer advice on relative safety, they nevertheless provided a detailed account of
the effects of vehicle size on safety in Australia.
3.2.1 Australian Database and Analysis

The databaseused in Cameron etal’s study was derived fromVictorian and New SouthWales
police crash reports and insurance injury records. In Victoria, detailed injury data have been
collected by theTransport AccidentCommission (TAC) and its predecessor,theMotor
Accidents Board, as part oftheirresponsibilities to provide road transport injury compensation
in Victoria. Details of the vehicle occupied were added from theVICROADS vehicle
registration system and this information was in turn decoded to determine vehicle makes and
models.

In NSW, the Roadsand Traffic Authority (RTA) collect similar data comprising Police reported
crashes resulting in death or injury or a vehicle beingtowed away. As these data do not contain
details on vehicle make and model normally, the National Roads and Motorists’ Association
(NRMA) derived this information from matchingthe NSW vehicle register with the vehicle’s
registration numberand then the vehicle identification number. In total, the file covered
vehicles manufactured during the period 1982-90 involving 74,000 injured drivers.
Crashworthiness ratings measure the risk of serious injury to the drivers of each specific model
car when it is involved in a crash. This comprised injury risk (the risk of injury for drivers
involved in crashes) and injury severity (the risk of serious injury for drivers who are injured).
Following the method usedby Folksam Insurance (Gustafsson et al 1989), an overall combined
crashworthiness rating was also produced.
3.2.2 Relationship with Car Mass

Cameron et al reported that Kram et al (1991) had found a statistically significant inverse
relationship between the Folksam combined rate and the weight of 47 car models (R = -0.50)
However this relationship was not homogeneous. A number of small car models had very low
combined rates and that some large car model rates were similar to those of smaller cars.
Cameron etal pointed out that thissuggested that while car weight was an important factor in
determining crashworthiness, there was also a residual component which may be explainable
by other factors such as vehicle design.
From their own results, Cameron, Mach, Neiger, et al(1992) reported that,
ignoring car makes
that could not be disaggregated into specific models, their was a highly significantcorrelation
between vehicle mass and combined injury
score in their data such that therating score falls by
6.0% per lOOkg increase in the mass of the car. This is shown in Figure 3.2 above. On closer
inspection, they argued that this relationship was much stronger forinjury risk (seeFigure 3.3)
than it was for injury severity (see Figure3.4). For injury risk, the relationship between these
two variables appeared almost linear and risk fellby 4.7% per 1OOkg increase in car mass. This
apparent effect of car mass in crashes in general should be compared with that observed in multivehicle crashes. When analysing Victorian crashes alone using Folksam’s method to estimate
the driver relative risk ofinjury in two-car crashes (following Gustafsson et al 1989), there was
a 9.1% decrease in injury risk per lOOkg increase in mass. An effect of this magnitude is
confirmed from results given by Gustafsson et al(1989)(a 10.2%decrease perlOOkg increase).
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Figure 3.2 Crashworthiness combined rating score
by average mass o f vehicle model

(fromCameron, Mach, Neiger, et a/ 1992)
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They concluded that there was a strongrelationship between the rating scores and the mass of
the passenger car models, where the lowest risks of driver death or hospital admission occurred
in cars ofgreatest mass. This apparent effect of car mass was strongest in its effect on therisk
of driver injury (particularly in multi-vehicle crashes) compared with the effect on the injury
severity ofinjured drivers. They maintained, however, that at least among the carmodels which
they analysed inAustralia, that greater mass may be correlated with superior designs which still
hrther reduce the risk of driver injury.
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4.

OVERSEAS LITERATURE ON DOWN-SIZING

Most of the literature on the association between vehicle size and safety has emanated from
overseas, predominantly the United States of America However, other countries including
Canada, the United Kingdom, Germany, France and Sweden have also undertaken some work
in this area. These studies have been reviewed in terms of their findings summarised by type
of crash, impact direction and vehicle characteristics.
4.1

SINGLE-VEHICLE CRASHES

Campbell and Reinfurt (1973) were among the first to undertake the task oftrying to identifv
the safety consequences by vehicle make, model and weight from police reported crashes in
North Carolina in the late 1960’s and early 1970’s KOassociation was subsequently observed
between vehicle weight and relative injury frequency for single vehicle,run offthe road crashes
in this study. However, Stewart and Stutts (1978) subsequently analysed data from three years
of police reported accidents from 1973 to 1975 in the state of North Carolina using linear
categorical modelling They found that in single vehicle crashes, unrestrained drivers in small
cars (under 1300kg) were 14% more likely to sustain serious or fatal injuriesthan those in cars
of more than 1750kg For belted drivers, the observed difference was 67 percent.
As noted in the previous chapter, research conducted at the RoadAccident Research Unit at the
University of Adelaide byMcLean ( 1982) was the first to reveal an inverse relationship between
vehicle weight andinjury seventyfor single car crashes in Australia. Whilethisanalysis
involved casualty crashes only, nevertheless it was able to demonstrate reductions in injury
seventy and increases in a non-injury outcome for occupants large
of cars over those ofsmaller
ones.
In 1984, Joksch and Thoren conducted analyses on two years (1981-1982) of Fatal Accident
Reporting System (FARS) file data. They suggested that single vehicle crashes give the best
indication of how well a vehicle protects its occupants becauseno other vehicle has an effect
in these crashes. M e r adjustment of the data, only the smallest cars (small and large subcompacts) differed significantlyfrom any other size class. The fatality rate associated with the
smallest size class was 75 percent higher thanthose ofthe largest class. No differences in fatality
rateswere observed between any of the other size classes (smalland large compacts,
intermediate, and large cars).
Most significantly, in single vehicle accidents, large cars (wheelbase greater than 120 inches)
were not found to offer any more occupant protection than smallcompacts (wheelbase between
101 and 106 inches). They noted that plotting death rate asa function ofwheel base displayed
a much smoother relationship than did plotting death rate asa function of mass (average mass
within each of the size classes). This observation led Joksch and Thoren to concluded that
weight per se does not provide occupant protection in single vehicle crashes, but rather that
wheelbase, and the crush space it provides, is needed for protection. However increasing the
wheelbase beyond that of the small compact did not appear to provide increased protection
(Joksch and Thoren, 1984).
Jones and Whitfield (1984) analysed four years (1979-1982) of accident data from police
reported one and two car crashes from Washington State to examine the association between
occupant injuries, vehicle mass and restraint use After controlling for theconfounding effects
of driver age and sex, and to a lesser extent crash severity, it was reported thatinjury risk was
~
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dependant on both vehicle massand restraint use. An increase in vehicleweight of 1000pounds
was associated with a 25 percent decrease in injury riskfor restrained drivers, and a 34 percent
decrease in injury risk for unrestrained drivers.
Evans (1982) investigated the association between vehicle mass and the likelihood of fatality
using the US Fatal Accident Reporting System (FARS). The effects ofmass were most evident;
in single-car crashes, they found a rather high 1.7 fatality ratio with a increase at a rate of0.04%
per kg reduction in vehicle mass. Other analyses of the FARSfile have also been conducted
by researchers at the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration in Washington (c.f.
Partyka, 1988; Partyka, 1989; Partyka & Boehly, 1989; Partyka, 1990). In an examination of
the 1986-1987 FARS file data describing, for each car class, the proportion fatalities that
occurred under various conditions, Partyka (1989) reported that only a small mass effect was
evident. However, small car fatalities were more likely to have occurred in speed zones under
5Omph and in multiple vehicle crashes.
In a collection of analyses into vehicle weight and safety, Klein, Hertz and Borener (1991)
reported thatdown-sizing ofthe US vehicle fleet from 1970 to 1982 (on average, from 3700 to
2700 pounds) resulted in increased injury rates from both car-to-car and single vehicle nonrollover crashes. They also noted that down-sizing ofthe vehicle fleet in Texas was associated
with a 10 percent increase in the injury rate for single vehicle non-rollover crashes.
Fontaine (1992) reported thatin single vehicle crashes, high powered medium weight vehicles
were over-represented, though these findings were confounded by the effects of driver’s age.
She noted that driver age potentially influenced the association between vehicle factors and
safety on two levels. First, younger drivers, particularly those in highpower to weight ratio cars,
tend to be over-involved in allcrashes, especially those involving loss of control. Second,given
accident involvement, younger drivers are less vulnerable to injury. Fontaine concluded that
her analyses had demonstrated the influenceofthe driver-vehicle combination and therefore the
need to conduct disaggregated analyses. This, however, would have seemed obvious from the
earlier accounts.
4.1.1 Summary

A summary of the masdsafety relationship for single vehicle crashes is shown in Table 4.1. A
number of studies in the USA France and Australia have reported on therelationship between
vehicle mass and safety for single vehicle crashes involving fatality and serious injury
measures. The range of mass penalties varied from 1.5% to 8.0% increase in injury for every
lOOkg decrease in vehicle mass, although two studies failed to find any noticeable finding.
These findings suggest that the mass of the vehicle involved in a single vehicle collision is
generally important for occupantprotection, although the relationship may not be totally based
on the vehicle’s mass or relevant for all crash types. This will be reviewed in greater depth in
later sections of this chapter.
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Table 4.1 Summary of Studies Reporting on Single Vehicle Crash Effects

MEASURE

STUDY

COUNTRY

PENALTY

(per lOOKgl

CarnpbeII&Rsinfurt(l9731

USA

M c l e a n I19821

Aus

E v a n s 119821

C a s u a l t yI n j u r y

unavail.

CasualtyInjury

.1.50%

USA

F a tality

-5.30%

Joksch & T h o r e n (1984)

USA

Fatality

-8.00%

P a r t y k a 11989s)

USA

Fatality

notsig.

K l e i n , H a r t z & B o r e n e r 11991)

F o n t a i n e (1992)

4.2
-

I

-

US ( T e x a s )

France

I

lniury

Fatality

n o t siq.

TWO-CAR CRASHES

By far, the vast majority of the research uncovered in this review was focussed on the safety
consequences of cars crashing into each other, and especially situations involving vehicles of
different sizes and weights. The characteristics of these crashes will be discussed separately.

4.2.1 Cars of Similar Mass

In 1978, Grime and Hutchinson analysed accident statistics from Great Britain for the years
1969 to 1972 to determine the effect of the mass ratio in determining injury outcome (per

.

collision) for drivers in police reported two-car collisions. Significant associations between
mass ratio and injuryseverity were observed for both two-vehicle and single-vehicleaccidents.
For a mass ratio of two, the percentage of deaths was about seven times greater in the lighter
vehicle. The influence of the mass effect on injury rates decreased with decreasing injury
severity. Generally speaking, for two-car collisions, both head-on and perpendicular, therewas

no effect of mass on injury rates, over and above that explained bymass ratio. In single vehicle
accidents there waslittle or no effect of mass for either overturning or non-overturning crashes.

-

The compatibility of vehicles of similar mass striking each other was also examined in the
Folksam research. When cars ofthe same weight collided, the relative frequency of injuries was
significantly lower for large and medium sized cars than it was for small cars The weight of
both the struck and striking car affected the crash outcome in terms of the number of injuries.
For those in the bullet vehicle, the relative frequency of their injuries increased as the weight
ofthe striking car decreased. As the weight ofthe struck car decreased, so too, did the frequency
of occupant injuries in the striking car (Adman et al, 1984).
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Evans (198%) reported that small cars were less likely to be involved in two car crashes
generally than larger cars and interestingly, were less likely to be crashed into by all other cars.
In terms ofcollisions between cars of similar mass, collisionsbetween two small (900kg) cars
were onlyO.3 times as likely to occur as collisions betweentwo large (18OOkg) cars. Given such
a crash, the driver in the “smalI-smuZZ” crash was 2.3 times as likely to be seriously injured or
killed as the driver in the “big-big” crash. The product ofthese twonumbers (0.3 x 2.3 = 0 7)
gives the involvement rate per registered car and suggests that this serious and fatal injury
involvement rate for drivers in “small-small” crashes is 0.7 times that of “big-big” car crashes.
That is, the serious injury-fatality rate is 30% lower for small-small crashes than big-big crashes
despite the fact that given a crash, small-small crashes are more than twice as likely to result
in injury.
This finding was interpreted by Evans (1983;1985e) to reflect driver behaviour feedback,
originating from the perceived vulnerability of drivers of small cars in the presence of larger
cars. Consequently, Evans suggested that removing large cars from the vehicle fleet may lead
to an increase in danger if drivers of small cars were to adjust their risk taking behaviour in
response to lower perceived risk. Taking a slightly different tack, while still pursuing the
association between vehicle mass and occupant safety, Evans and Wasielewski ( 1984) analysed
FAFG file data from 1975-1980, focusing on driver fatalities in head-on crashes between cars
of similar mass. They used non-occupant fatalities as a general measure of accident involvement or ‘‘exposure” as described by Evans (1 984). This research showed that the likelihood of
driver fatality when two cars of similar masscollide head-on increases with decreasing car mass.
Additional analyses were conducted on injury severity data from New York State and North
Carolina to investigate the generality ofthese findings to non-fatal injuries. There wasgeneral
concordance among the various analyses, a driver of a 900kg carinvolved in a head-on collision
with another 900kg carwas about twice as likely to be seriously injured or killed as a driver of
a 1SOOkg car colliding head-on with another 1800kg car. This could be interpreted as a size
effect as well.
Evans and Frick (1991) revisited the FARS file to investigate the relative risk of driver fatality
in two-car crashes between 1980 and 1989 for cars manufactured after 1980. The pedestrian
exposure approach(previously described in Chapter 2) was employed which showed that driver
fatality risk increased with decreasing mass for both thestriking and struck vehicle. When cars
of similar mass collided, the fatality risk was lower when the two cars were heavier. The risk
of driver fatality in a light-light crash was 25% greater than that in a heavy-heavy crash
(compared to the earlier findings that driver fatality in a light-light crash was approximately
twice thatin a heavy-heavy crash (Evans and Wasielewski, 1984). Some ofthe various results
published by Evans and his co-workers over the years is summarised in Table 4.2.

A number of simple mathematical formulas were proposed by Hirsch (1983) for use in
estimating collision forces. Hirsch reported that the severity of a two-car crash is directly
proportional to the relative velocities of the cars, whereas the relative severity for each car is
inversely proportional to its weight (relative to the other car).
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TABLE 4.2
Number of
cars
involved

TWOCAR
CRASHES

SUMMARY OF CAR MASS EFFECTS
(reDorted bv Evans 19921
900 kg

Quanliq measured

Driver fatalilies per crash

Driver serious inJunes (including
fatalities) per crash
Driver fatalities per crash
Driver fatalities per registered car
Police-repoccd crashes per
registered car
SINGLECAR
CRASHES

Driver fatalities per crash
Dnver fatalities per regisfered car
Police reponed crashes per
registered car

ALL
Driver fatalities per crash
CAR
Driver fatalities per registered car
CRASHES
Police-reponed
crashes
per
registered car
~~.

,.

Dcscriplion of crash

Into each other
All directions
Head on
Into car of similar mass
All dlrections
Head on
Into "average" car in 1978 car
mix
A11 driver fatalities in two-car
crashes
Into car of similar mass

10

1800 kg
ratio
13
14

2.2
2.0
4
1.9
0.3

Unbelted drivers
Belred drivers
All single-car crashes
Rollover only
Non-rollover only
Assumed to be the same as for all
crashes

2.4
2.3
1.5
1.8
1.15

All crashes
All crashes
All crashes

2.8
1.7
0.72

0.72

Fontaine (1992) examined the relationship between vehicle weight and safety in France. She
confirmed that in two-car crashes, increased mass improved occupant safety and increased the
likelihood of external aggressiveness. An analysis of collisions between vehicles in the same
weight category, however, did not reveal any differences in the likelihood of serious or fatal
injury criterion
injury for different levels of vehicle weight in this analysis, due no doubt to the
entry into this study.
4.2.2 Cars o f Unequal Mass

..

Campbell and Reinfurt (1973) reported an inverse relationship between vehicle weight and
relative injury frequency (of serious injury for a given make andmodel year compared with that
expected on thebasis of injuries sustained by the totalsample) for car-to-car crashes involving
vehicles of disparate mass. The strength of this association declined with later model years
which these researchers assumed reflectedprogressive improvements in crash-energy management systems. Joksch and Thoren (1984) reported that occupant fatality rates increased with
both decreasing mass and wheelbase and concluded that the increased occupant protection
offered by larger cars in two-car crashes must be attributable to their heavier weight distributing
more of the collision energy to the other car.

7

Grime and Hutchinson (1978) reported significant associations between mass ratio and injury
severity were observed for both two-vehicle and single-vehicle accidents. For a mass ratio of
two, the percentage of deaths was about seven times greater in the lighter vehicle. The influence
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ofthe mass effect on injury rates decreased with decreasing injury severity. Generally speaking,
for two-car collisions, both head-on and perpendicular, there was no effect of mass on injury
rates, over and above that explained by mass ratio.
Jones and Whitfield (1984) in their analysis of fouryears accident data in Washington State.
After controlling for theconfounding effects of driver age and sex (and to a lesser extent crash
severity) they noted that injury risk was dependant on both vehicle mass and restraint use An
increase in vehicle weight of 1000 pounds was associated with a 25 percent decrease in injury
risk for restrained drivers, and a 34 percent decrease in injury risk for unrestrained drivers.
Adman et al (1984) described trends in vehicle safety in terms of thefrequency and severity
of injuries sustained by passenger car occupants (particularly drivers) over a five year period
in Sweden. The severity ofinjuries decreased significantly with increasing car weight, and this
was true for all injury severity groups, from slightly injured to fatally injured. The relative
frequency of injured or killed drivers was dependent on car weight. Drivers of cars in the
smallest weight class (less than 950kg) were 1.9 times as likely to be killed, 2.2 times as likely
to be severely injuwj 1.9 times as likely to be moderately injured, and 1 . 8 times as likely to
be slightly injure!! :!lose in the largest weight class (more than 1250 kg). The basic nature
of these relationsll+ remained unchanged for belted and unbelted drivers and all impact
directions.
The Swedish research started with the proposition that for each car model, the probability of
injury varies as a function of accident severity and that each car model has an unknown accident
severity distribution. However when two different car models collide the severity for each is
equal, assuming a mass ratio of one (approximated by weight classes). Under these circumstances the relative injury risk associated with each of the models was compared. These
researchers reported that injury risk was related to vehicle weight, with just less than twice the
the smallest weight class (750-950kg) compared
relative risk ofdeath or medical disablement in
to the largest weight class (1250-1550kg). Injury severity was not related to vehicle massper
se. In a similar study of rear seat occupants, KraB, Nygren and Tingvall(l989) reported that
the risk of injury was approximately SO percent higher in the rear seat of cars in the smallest
weight class (750-95Okg) compared to those in the largest (1250-155Okg).

As noted previously, Leonard Evans of the General MotorsResearchLaboratories has
published a number of papers addressing the relationship between vehicle mass (size) and
safety. A significant inverse relationship between vehicle mass and risk of an occupant or
drivers fatality was first reported by Evans (1982) for carsof unequal mass that collide. When
comparing the ratio of a fatality in a 900kg carto that in a 1800kg car, he reported a value of
4.0 in alltwo-car crashes. Furthermore, he calculated that the likelihood of an occupantfatality
increased at a rate of 0.14% per kg reduction in vehicle mass in two-car crashes. He
subsequently noted that in crashes between 900kg cars and 1800kg cars, eight times as many
occupants ofthe smaller cars werekilled compared to the larger cars (Evans 1983). Using his
method of demonstrating magnitude of the mass effect, he noted that the accident involvement
rate for 900kg cars was 0.72 that of 1800kgcars, which he attributed to behaviour changes
arising directly out of drivers’ perception of howtheir safety varies with vehicle size.
Using estimates of exposure based non-occupant fatalities, Evans (1984) further reported a
large and consistent increase in the likelihood of a driver fatality as carmass decreased. In this
report, he noted that driver fatalities were 2.6 times as likely ina 900kg car asin an 1SOOkg car.
Further, for crashes between 900kg carsand 1 SOOkg cars, 13 times as many occupants ofthe
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smaller cars were killed as larger car occupants (14 for head-on crashes only). Because driver
behaviour effects were presumed to be included inboth the numerator and denominator of this
ratio, this estimate ofthe “mass effect” was taken by Evans to be apure measure ofthe mass
effect on driver fatalities. Subsequent analyses conducted by Evans (1985a) using FARS file
data have revealed that the relationship between vehicle mass and driver fatality is similar for
both belted and unbelted drivers.
Evans and Frick (1991) revisited the FARS file,investigating the relative risk of driver fatality
in two-car crashes between 1980 and 1989, in which both cars were manufactured after 1980.
The pedestrian exposure approach as previously described in Chapter 2 was employed again
where, generally speaking, driver fatality risk increased with decreasing mass of both the
striking and struck vehicle. Evans and Frick (1993) were able to investigate the influence of
many parameters on the vehicle “size” (mass) and safety association that hadpreviously
received little attention. In crashes between 900kg cars and 1800kg cars, 11.5 times as many
occupants of the smaller cars were N e d .
Post-1980 model year cars demonstrated a smaller mass effect thanpre-1980 model year cars
(Evans and Frick, 1993). Post-hoc analyses conducted to aid understanding this phenomenon
offered two possible explanations First, as newer cars are generally lighter, the fatality ratio
may have varied as a function ofboth mass and mass ratio. Subsequent analyses that compared
the relationship between fatality ratio and mass ratio for different ranges of vehicle mass,
suggested that mass per se had no real effect.
The second explanation offered was that newer vehicles were more likely to use front wheel
drive than older ones. However,only a nominal indication (high uncertainty) of a larger mass
effect for rear wheel drive cars was found by these investigators. It was suggested that the
critical differences between newer and older cars were morelikely to be broader differences in
vehicle design that facilitate better collision energy dissipation, and thatthese too were
correlated with vehicle age. The confounding effects of driver variables, age and sex, in the
association between vehicle size and fatality risk were confirmed by Evans and Frick (1993).
Analyses basedon only those crashes in whichdrivers were thesame sex and within five years
of the same age revealed stronger effects of mass than analyses using all crashes.
I.,

Analyseswerealsoconducted byEvansandFrick(l992a)using 15years(1975-1989)ofFARS
file data fortwo-car crashes with atleast one fatality. This analyses revealed thatthe
relationship between vehicle mass and driver fatality risk was monotonic decreasing between
1975 and 1984. This decline was followed by an increase to 1989, with every indication that
the effect of mass on relative driver fatality risk for future year models may become similar to
that observed in the past.
Partyka (1989) examined the 1986-1987 FARS file data describing the proportion of fatalities
that occurred under various conditions for each car class in car to car crashes also. Only a small
mass effect was evident for cars ofunequal mass in this report,however fatalities in small cars
were more likely to have occurred in urbanareas, with speed limitsunder 50mph and in multiple
vehicle crashes than was the case in large cars.

-.

In a collection of analyses of the association between vehicle weight and safety, Klein, Hertz
and Borener (1991) reported that down-sizing ofthe U.S. vehicle fleet from an average of 3700
pounds to an average of2700 pounds from 1970to 1982, had resulted in increases in injury rates
from both car-to-car and single vehicle non-rollover crashes. In Texas, down-suing of the
vehicle fleet was associated with a 14 percent increase in the injury rate resulting from car-to-
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car crashes, and a ten percent increase in the injury rate resulting from single vehicle nonrollover crashes. In Maryland, an increase in the injury rate resulting from car-to-car crashes
of four percent was attributed to down-sizing of thevehicle fleet.
Dalmotas (1983) conducted analysisof the injuries sustained by Canadian passenger car
occupants in near- and far-side impacts in which at least one, three-point-restrained occupant
was injured at AIS 2 or greater severity. Injury seventy and injury probability were inversely
related to mass o f the vehicle for occupants on the near-side (the side where the vehicle is
struck). However, there was no evidence to suggest that the mass of the striking vehicle had
any significant effecton injury probabilityor severity for occupantson the far-side They used
the proportions of belted drivers in each car size class as a basis of comparison to control for
exposure effects.
Ernst et al(l991)investigated occupant safety in passenger cars (not station wagons), involved
in 15,207 head-on collisions (fatals, personal injuries, and serious material damage). Multidimensional analysis revealed that when cars of different or equal mass collide, the consequences are always more serious fortheoccupants of the smaller car. Fontaine (1992)
demonstrated a similar relationship between vehicle mass and safety for French vehicle fleet,
where withincreasing vehicle mass, both occupant safety and external aggressiveness subsequently increased.

4.2.3 Cars of Similar Wheelbase

1

Joksch and Thoren (1984) reported thatoccupant fatality rates for car-to-car collisions in the
USA during thelate1970’s andearly 1980’s increased with both decreasing massand
wheelbase (see Figure 4.2 below). However, in single vehicle crashes, they found the fatality
risk was influenced strongly by vehicle size, claiming that weight seemed to have had little
direct influence. It should be noted that 15 to 25% ofsingle-vehicle accidents involved the car
rolling over. They concluded that the increased occupant protection offered by larger cars in
two-car crashes must be attributable to their heavier weight distributing more of thecollision
energy to the other carwhile single carcrash occupant protection was more a hnction the
of
space around the occupant.
Evans and Frick (1 992b) set aboutdetermining whichof a vehicle’s attributes, size (wheelbase)
or mass, hasthe greaterinfluence onoccupant safety. Their analyses were conductedon 19751989 FARS file data for two car crashes in which the mass and wheelbase of both cars was
known. In thesame waythat Evansand Frick (1992a) used mass andfatality ratios, Evansand
Frick (1992b) used wheelbase ratios where necessary to assess the influence of this variable.
When cars ofthe same wheelbase but different mass collided,the driver of thelighter car was
more likely to be killedthan thedriver ofthe heavier car. When cars of similar mass but different
wheelbase collided, anyeffect due to differences in wheelbase were toosmall to be detected by
the same method that clearly demonstrated effects dependent on car mass. Based on these
findings, Evans and Frick concluded that mass is still the dominant causative factor,with size
playing at most a secondary role.
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Figure 4.2 Driver death rate in car-to-car collisions
(fromJoksch and Thoren 1984).
The upper and lower part of the figure present the same death rates.
However, in theupperpart, carclassesarearrangedbyaverageweight,and
in the lower part, b y average wheelbase. Adjustments were made for
differencesinthefatalityratepervehiclemileoftravelbytypeofdriverand
u s e othe
f vehicle.
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The Highway Loss Data Institute (HLDI 1992) conducted a recent analysis of insurance claim
data in the US to examine the role ofvehicle size, as defined by six wheelbase classes, in injury
and collision losses. The insurance claim data includedallclaims pertaining to the first three
yearsserviceof1979to1989yearmodelcars. Overthetenyearsforwhichdatawasexamined,
the market share of cars in the largest size class (wheelbase in excess of 1 14 inches) halved in
size, from 18 percent to 9 percent. In terms of both personal injury and collisionclaim
frequencies (per insured vehicle years),larger cars were associated with lower claim rates than
VEHICLE MASS,
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smaller cars. They concluded that passenger car down-sizing has had a negative safety effect
in the US across the 1979 to 1989 model years. Unfortunately, though, this report failed to
address the size versus mass issue, simply assuming
that the effects they observed were all size
related.
4.2.4 Summary

The various safety implications of the relationship between down-sizing and occupant safety
in all and two-car crashes is shown in Table 4.3. It is clear from the outset that there
is a much
stronger relationship between vehicle mass and safety when two cars collide than for single
vehicle crashes. Across all vehicle crashes, the range of injury penalties per IOOkg decrease
in mass reportedly varied from aslittle as 5.5% to a maximum of 20% fora range of different
outcome measures and seatbelt wearing conditions. For two car crashes only, the penalty range
was from 2.5% to21%. These ranges are too large to permit a meaningfid interpretation ofthe
size of the relationship (they are obviously very dependent upon a number of extraneous
features such as driver variables, type of collision, crash speed, different vehicle fleets, and so
on). Nevertheless, they confirm the injury benefit of crashing in a larger car. Whether mass
or size is the prominent feature is not clear from these findings, although from the studies
reviewed here, it seems there may not be a simple answer to this question.
4.3

IMPACT DIRECTION

Campbell and Reinfurt (1973) also reported that crash configuration plays a mediating role in
the mass, size andoccupant safety debate. Indeed, crash configuration effects wereevident aRer
controlling for therelative vehicle masses in many of thestudies reported above. In “froni-toside’ ’ crashes Campbell andReinfurt noted that driversof
‘ ‘side-sfruck”vehicles were seriously
injuredmorefrequentlycomparedto their “side-striking” counterparts. Similarly, in“front-iorear” crashes drivers of “front-striking” vehicles were seriously injuredmore frequently than
“rear-struck”
those who were

As noted earlier, Grime andHutchinson (1978) analysed accident statistics from Great Britain
for the years 1969
to 1972. They reported significant massand injury seventy findings for headon and perpendicular impact directions for single-vehicle and car-to-car collisions. However,
they claimed there was little or no effect of mass for overturning crashes.
Dalmotas (1983) conducted analysis of the injuries sustained by Canadian passenger vehicle
occupants in near- and far-side impacts in which at least one, three-point-restrained occupant
was injured at AIS 2 or greater severity. It was reported that both injury severity and injury
probabilitywere inversely related to mass ofthevehicle occupied (side-struck). However, there
was no evidence to suggest that the mass of the striking vehicle had any significanteffect on
injury probability or severity for thenon-struck side. The proportions ofbelted drivers in each
car size class were used to control for exposureeffects, although impact speed and urbanor rural
crashes were notcontrolled for in this analysis.
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Table 4.3

Summary of StudiesReportingon All and Multiple Vehicle
Crash Effects

STUUI

COUYTR’I

MELSURE

PElAllI

( p e r 1OOkgl

4 1 1 VEHICLE CRASHES

-7.5% unrest.

ameron e t a

:AR-TO-CAR CRASHES

.9.0%
-2.5%
Evans 119921

USA

-14% rest.

Fatality

- 1 5 % unrest.
- 1 3 % a112 car

Injury + Fstsls

-11% head-on
Klein, HerQ & B o r e m e r l l 9 9 l l

USA

-2.5%to 3 . 0 %

Serious Injury

Ernstetal 11991)
nntaine (1992)

_.

-

,

-.

I

France

I

S e v e r e Injury

I

-9.5% h e a v y
.16% light

The Traffic Safety Group at Folksam reported on impact direction effects in Sweden (Aldman
et al 1984). They demonstrated differences in outcome for small,medium and large cars
dependent upon impact direction. Small cars seemed to be particularly over-represented in rearend and near side impacts, while larger cars in far side impacts and rollovers. However, even
though there were reasonable numbers of cases in most o f these comparisons, there was no
attempt to control for area or speed zone of thecrash suggesting that these findings might be
confounded by urban and rural influences. The higher propensity of small cars in city areas and
large ones in rural areas has been previously reported in Australia by Monash University
Accident Research Centre (1992) and Cameron et al(l992).
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4.3.1 Rollover Crashes

Although investigation of the rollover process was first undertaken as early as 1959 (Shoemaker, 1959), it has only beenintermittently studied since, with mostof the intensive research
only in recent years.
From an analysis of a sample of 249 rollovers by solid top cars, Huelke et al(1972) identified
the following as characterising rollovers: rural more than urban locations, curves rather than
tangent road sections, single than multi-vehicle, smaller than larger cars, younger than older
drivers (especially impaired), and a tripping mechanism initiating the roll.
Since most rollovers are single vehicleaccidents, considerable investigation has been directed
towardsvehiclefactorsrelatedtotheriskofovertuming. Cohenetal(1989)foundthatrollovers
accounted for 16% of serious and fatal casualties in cars, but 42% of similar casualties in light
trucks. Over-representation ofparticular classes of cars or vehicle types, shown in Figure 4.3,
directs attention to vehicle characteristics such as dimensions.

Utility
Std P i c k u p
SmallPickup
Std Van
SmallVan

Laroa Cmr
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FATALITIESPER 1 M I L L I O NR E G I S T E R E DV E H I C L E S

Figure 4.3 li'eiative rollover rate by vehicle type (fromHinch, et a/ 1992).
Variables that have been studied include track (width), wheelbase, mass, the ratio ofhalf-track
to centre of gravity height, and roll moment of inertia. The first four are all highly interof rollovers to all other
correlated. As early as 1968, Garrett defined arollover factor as the ratio
single vehicle crashes. In general, shorter, narrower,lighter vehicles have higher rollover rates
than longer, wider and heavier cars.
Mengert et al(l989) analysed more than 39,000 accidents by logistic regression and showed
that thevehicle safety factor (VSF= track/2CG height) predicted rollover propensity best, but
including wheelbase improved the prediction marginally. The wheelbase factor is probably
related to the poorer directional stability of shorter (smaller) cars and hence their greater
likelihood for entering a potential rollover situation.
,-
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Partyka and Boehly (1989) showed that the rollover fatality rate per 100,000 vehicle years was
equal to 8.01 minus -00123times the carweight in pounds. Accordingto Kahane (19911, this
effects is due to rollover propensity. The ratio offatal rolloverstofatal front impacts with a fixed
object increased during the 1970’s in the USA especially since 1975 whenit was thought that
down-sizingwas most prevalent in that country. Theeffect is separate from the better
crashworthiness associated with largercars. The net effectof size reduction in the carfleet was
calculated to be about 1340 extra rollover fatalities per year in that country

A number of authorshave noted the generally higher speedof rollover crashes compared with
other crash modes (eg: Malliaris 1985). As noted above, Mengert et al identified VSF as a main
factor in predicting rollover rate (the othermain factor being the location of the crash) Other
vehicle factors likely to be involved in rollover crashes. either separately or interrelated with
the mass or size of thevehicle, include the suspension, centre ofgravity, and rollover stability
metrics.
The propensity to roll over, for a givenvehiclemodel,is
probabilities:

therefore the product of two

1.

The probability ofgetting into as situation which makes rollover possible, typically losing
directional control, a hnction of wheelbase, and

2.

The probability of rolling, which is a finction of track and centre of gravity height

Both these factorsare associated with vehicle size rather than mass. But if an analysisis made
of rollover rate by vehiclemass, the ratewill appear to be related to mass, because of thehigh
correlation between vehicle mass and vehicle size.
4.5

_-.

-.

EFFECTS OF SAFETY FEATURES

Generally speaking, injury severity for a car occupant is related in an uncomplicated crash to
delta-V. In two-car collisions, the respective delta-Vis are determined by the mass ratio of the
vehicles (Evans, 1993). The actual injuries sustained by occupants, for a given delta-V, will
be modified by whatever characteristics or features their vehicle possesses that influence the
management of delta-V (Aldman 1984). One such feature is the linear dimension of the car,
particularly that portion ahead of thefirewall and generally associated with wheelbase (Wood
et al 1993). Another important feature is the presence of adequate restraint when used.
The effect of restraint in relation to vehicle mass was noted as early as 1974by Scott, whofound
that therisk of serious or fatal injury was more than three times greater forunrestrained drivers
of small cars (less than 900 kg) as for heavy cars (1800 kg or more), but the risk was greatly
reduced ifthe driver was wearing a seat belt. The relative difference in risk for small and heavy
cars was only slightly diminished by seatbelt wearing.
Stewart and Stutts (1978) in single car crashes found the benefit (reduced death or serious
injury) from belts to be substantial (50% to 60%), but it was not greater for small cars compared
with three higher weight categories.
Jones and Whitfield (1984) examined injury data for drivers from the State of Washington
police-reported crasheswithrespect toanumber ofvariables: age, sex, use ofrestraint, car mass,
posted speed limit and the interaction of restraint and mass. The significant variables were
speed limit (a proxy for travelling speed), mass, sex, use of restraint and the interaction of
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restraint and mass. The interaction term indicates
a differential effectofrestraint use onthe effect of
mass.
They found thata belted driver gainsa reduction in injury odds
for each additional thousand pounds
of car mass. This figure is 34% for unrestrained drivers.To gain the same reductionin injury odds
of a 2500 pound car,an unbelted driver requiresa 4325 pound car. The
afforded to the belted driver
driver of a small car gains morefiom beiig restrained than doesthe belted driver ofa large car, but
the use of restraint in a very small car cannot overcome the weight disadvantage.

An examination of 1982-1987 FARS files by Partyka and Boehly (1989) yielded estimates of
belt effectiveness, against fatality, across six weight classes, indicating a modest gradient from
lightest to heaviest vehicles (Table 4.4).

Belt Effectiveness by Fatalities for Cars of Different Weight

TABLE 4.4

CAR CATEGORY
WEIGHT
RANGE
EFFECTIVENESS
4 9 4 9 Ibs

Mini-compact

65%

57% 1950-2449 lbs

Sub-compact
Compact

2450-2949 Ibs

52%

Intermediate

2950-3449 Ibs

55%

3450-3949 Ibs

Full size
Largest

49%

lbs3950 plus

50%

A multivariate analysis was made
also by Lui et al(1988) fiom material in the FARS files of 1984
car mass (at four levels), beltuse, driver age
and 1985. Here the variables included impact direction,
was the death (or survival) ofthe driver. The
and sex and car deformation. The independent variable
main effects were:use ofbelt and increasedcar mass, both decreasingrisk, and deformation, increasing
risk. Interestingly, inthis analysis, there was no sigmticant interactionterm for beltby mass, implying
constant across car mass categories.
that the benefit ofbelt-wearing was more-or-less
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Airbags have onlyr d y become a standard fittingin the US, principally as apassive restraint. In
an early evaluationofthe benefits ofairbags for a mainly unrestrainedpopulatio4 Zador and Ciccone
(1991) reported larger reductions in fatalities for occupants of larger cars and smaller benefits for
occupants of smaller models. While all occupants benefited ffom these devices, this result seems
counter-intuitive and may simply reflect exposure differences across the vehicles studied(daerent
in unrestrained occupants, etc.). It is reasonableto
impact speeds, different age groups, differences
assume that there are, qualitatively, similar benefits
f b m air bags, though theseare likely to have a
smaller effect in a largely belt-wearing populationof car occupants.
While restraint cannot fi~Uycompensate for smaller mass, the benefits ffom belts across mass
categories lends encouragement
to any other measuresfor managing the effect of delta-V on injury
production in small cars.
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5.

OTHER ASPECTS OF DOWN-SIZING

While the thrust ofthis review has been aimed primarilyon the safety aspects of vehicle downsizing, there are anumber of other (additional) consequences that also need to be considered
in this context This is not meant to be an exhaustive review ofthese issues but ratherrecognition
ofthe fact that there areother than safety consequences involved in down-sizing. Other studies
currently planned or underway are aimed at a more detailed examination ofthese other issues
(refer Environmental Study 4.5, Car Size,Efficiencyand Safety, by the Australian Road
ResearchBoard, 1993-94 program).
..

5.1

ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS

Down-sizing in the USA in the 1970s was commonly believedto have been drivenby the fuel
crisisand the likelyenvironmentalbenefits from a vehicle population containing smaller
vehicles. It is argued that smaller vehicles mean fewer resources for their manufacture and a
reduced need for running expenses
The Royal Automobile Club in Victoria frequently publishes estimates ofvehicle running costs
which indeed show that smaller vehicles cost less to run than larger ones (see Table 5 1).

Table 5.1

Private Vehicle
Reimbursement
Rates
(Royalauto magaztne, June 1992)

Vehicle Size

Up to 5 years old
(cents per h)

5 to 10 years old
(cents per km)

Small (<1600cc)

35.63

26.13

Medium (1601-22OOcc)

43.17

29.63

Upper Medium (2201-3OOOcc)

49.63

33.67

33.59
Large (>3000cc)

48.37

,.

-

While engine capacity is not necessarily a good measure of vehicle size (cars of small size
sometimes come with very large, powerful engines), nevertheless, these figures illustrate the
fact that in general, motorists with an eye for economy will bepersuaded to choose smaller than
larger cars. As price is a proxy for community resources in this area, it is often taken thatsmaller
although this is not necessarily the
cars can mean “more environmeniuZ~frien~~”’vehicles,
case.
Of course, this logic disregards any consideration of safety consequences. Iflarger cars result
in fewer injuries for a given crash, then it follows that therewill be injury benefits (fewer costs
to thecommunity) from biggervehicles. Thus, the so-called environmental benefit !?om downsizing needs to be offset somewhat by any safety disbenefits to the community.
5.2 MANUFACTURING PLANS AND TRENDS
It is always difficultuncovering manufacturer’s plans for futureproduction trends in new cars
because of their marketing needs for confidentiality. However, one local manufacturer was
VEHICLE
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quite forthcoming in terms of their historical experience and various othersources of
information were uncovered that provide indications of down-sizing trends thathave occurred
over the last decade or so and reasons for this shift
5.2.1 Fleet Trends in Vehicle Size

The Australian Bureau of Statistics conducts regular census of the typeand sizeof vehicles on
the register for theyear in which the census was undertaken. The census years of 1979 to 1991
were of particular interest as they provided the opportunityto monitor changes in the vehicle
fleet since the late 1970’s.

5.2.2 Census Data
Data were obtained from the Australian Bureau of Statistics from their 3 yearly census of
passenger cars listed on the vehicle register for all Australian States and Territories between
1979 and 199 1. The individual makes and models were collapsed into 5 categories of Tare
weight (unladen kg) representing small to large vehicles and the results shown in Table 5.2.
The results of this analysis show that themarket segments across the vehicle registers for the
whole of Australia isexceptionally stable and not indicative of down-sizing at all. The
proportion ofsmall cars (less than 1100kg) has if anything slightlyreduced from 1979 to 1991
(48% to 44%) whilelarge cars (more than 1300kg) has increased marginally from22% to 27%.
It must be bornein mind that the average
vehicle age in Australia is 9.7 years (ABS 1991 census),
thus any likely fleet effects of down-sizing would take a longtime to show.

Table 5.2

Proportion of Passenger Cars on RegisterbyTareWeight

(ABS, Australia, 3yearcensus, 1979 to 1991)
CENSUS YEAR

<900kg

901/1100kg 1101113OOkg 1301/1500kg

>1500kg

1979

24

1982

21

198527

21

1988

19

21

16

28

1991

30

30

20

5

28

19

5

30

19

5

20

7

(Figures show the percentage of vehicles in each mass category.)

5.2.3 New Car Sales

If down-sizing is a fairly recent phenomenon and not apparent in the census figures of the
Australian vehiclefleet, it should be moreapparent in recent sales trends in this country. Paxus
publish annualsales figures of new carseach year which
show trendsby market segment. While
these figuresare different to the fleet effects in that they do not allow for scrappage, they do
nevertheless provide indicative trends in recent buyers preferences for vehicles of differing size.
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Table 5.3 shows the market segment trends forpassenger cars every 2 years from 1970 to 1989.
There is strong evidence of down-sizing occurring in new passenger sales over this period with
small and lower medium vehicle sales going from 17% in 1970 up to 29% in 1989 and upper
mediumand large car sales from 69% down to 42% over the same period. Interestingly,
however. most ofthe change seems to have occurred during the 1970’s with relatively stable
market segments throughout the 1980’s.

Market SegmentTrends, 1970-1989
(Paxus new registration data)

Table 5.3

CATEGORY

1970 1972 1974 1976 1978 1980 1982 1984 1986 1988 1989

SMALL

3

2

L/MEDIUM

14

INTERMED.

15

U/MEDIUM

1 2 9

LARGE

57

1

1

1

221627 21
18

55

19

1

2

30 26

20

3

1

2

2

28

30

27

27

30

35

30

33

29

31

28

1 2 1 3 1 1

6

6

4

4

6

6

47

39

35

33 32 32

3636 35

Figures listed are perceniages, rounded o f t o nearesl w,holepercentage.

5.2.4 Motivation for Down-sizing

It has been maintained that theworld-wide push for smaller vehicles over the last 10-20 years
was prompted by two crises that occurred during the 1970’s. Indeed, this may have been a
motivation for some people to down-size, but there arealternative explanations for thistrend
A major Australian vehicle manufacturer has in fact suggested that such down-sizing as
occurred in the seventies was more a hnction of an increase in the proportion of women car
buyers, partly associated with the rise in female participation in the workforce and to some
extent reflected in the growth of multiple car households.

-.

-

Table5.4showstheproportionofmenandwomenaged15to99ownjngcarsfrom 1970to 1985,
derived from regular car ownership surveys conducted by that manufacturer. These figures
showthattherateofwomenowningcarstomenhasgone~om0.24to0.84overthattimeperiod
and would be presently approaching 100%. For womento own an increasing proportion ofcars
relative to men, they must have boughtan increased proportion ofcars. As women, on average,
buy smaller cars than men, the car market in the seventies shows a tendency towards downsizing, independent of other pressures. One reason women tend to buy a smaller car is that they
are on average physically smaller than men andaccordingly do not on average need the same
sized car to experience the same degree of comfort, while at thesame time, especially in the days
before power assistance, a smaller car would have had greater appeal to women, because it was
much easier to handle, i.e. to steer or stop. Moreover, particularly in the seventies, the cars
bought, for instance, by mamed women tended to be the second car in the household, which
gave rise to increased demands for economy in terms of purchase price and running costs, both
of which considerations encouraged a reduction in vehicle size.
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Car Ownership a s Percent of Population 15 and over

Table 5.4

(Data based on 3 year surveys by one large Australian manufacturer)

SURVEY YEAR MALES

FEMALES

PERSONS

SEX RATIO

1970

66%

16%

41%

0.24

1976

73%

27%

50%

0.37

1982

70%

41%

55%

0.58

1985

63%

53%

58%

0.84

One reason wonxi: tend to buy smallercars is that they are, on average, physically smaller than
men. Accordingly, theydo not need the same space to experience the same degree ofcomfort.
In addition, a smaller car during this period would have been easier to handle as powerassistance
was less common, During the seventies, many cars purchased by women were second cars
which would give rise to greater demands for economy in terms of purchase price and running
cost, both ofwhich considerations would have encouraged a reduction in vehiclesize or mass.
The cost offuel would have been less of an influence in down-sizing in Australia because of
its relative cheapness by international standards. Figure 5.1 shows that the cost of fuel in this
countly compared to most other western countries, where Australian prices are the second
cheapest behind the US. As petrol prices have effectively fallen in relative terms compared with
other costofliving increases, the importance ofthe price ofpetrol in motorist’s decisions about
car purchase is probably less today than it was during the 1970’s and 1980’s.
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Figure 5.1 Comparison ofpetrol prices and taxes in iE.4 Countries
-March Quarter 1991
(fromAustralian lnsfitute offetroleum, O P E from data supplied by / E n )
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5.2.5 Changes to Regulations
The control of vehicle emissions is often cited as a reason for down-sizing among the vehicle
fleet. Australian Design Rule ADZ7100 specifies emission control for light vehicles and the
current standard was first issuedinDecember 1986.Following adetailed reviewofthe standard
by Nelson English Loxton & Andrews (1991) a revised standard has been prepared (Draft
ADR37/0X) which specifiesmore stringent controls on the levels of emission for new vehicles
This standard is due to be introduced for application to new models on 1 January 1997 and
existing models 1 January 1998
The degree to which these emission control standards have influenced the trend to vehicle
down-sizingisbased on opinion. However, as the revised standard is likely to haveonly
minimal impact on fuel economy, vehicle weight, andthe cost of new vehicles, it would seem
highly unlikely that ADR37/0X will lead to further down-sizing of the fleet.
Safety performance design standards such as ADR69100 will no doubt have some effect on
vehicle size and mass in hture cars. However, these effects are likely to be only minimal and
will probably lead to slightly heavier, not lighter, cars. Side structural improvements, expected
as side impact legislation becomesoperative in the USA and eventually Europe may also lead
to a minor increase in mass. As these effects are likely to apply uniformly to all vehicles sold
in Australia, it is unlikely to penalise anyone manufacturer or vehicle andresult in a slight shift
upwards for the whole vehicle fleet.

5.3

.-

~

THE USE OF COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS

Benefit-Cost analysis is becoming more important for providing advice to governments trying
to make rational community decisions
where there are competing options. In recent times, BCR
in road safety to indicate the feasibility of occupant protection measures
analysis has been used
(Monash University Accident Research Centre 1992) and the effectiveness of black-spot
treatments (Ogden 1992)
As down-sizing is likely to have both costs and benefitsto the community, clearlythere is scope
for the use of benefit-cost analysis for helping to clarify issues in this debate. The question to
be resolved, however, is whether there are sufficient data available to permit a thorough
analysis.

5.3.1 Down-Suing Benefits
The benefits of down-sizing were briefly alluded to earlier in this section. They include such
possibilitiesas:
reduced need for materials for smallercars,
reductions in labour andallied costsof manufacturing,
reductions fuel,
in
reductions in road maintenance costs,
reduced parking
requirements,
lower repair
costs.
0

less
emissions,

etc.
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While many of these environmental benefits may not have been costed to date, it should be
possible to arrive at reasonable estimates of these benefits by a systematic examination. The
costs and benefits to the environment in terms of such factors as Greenhouse effects would be
almost impossible to cost for any one country.
However, it may be feasible to undertake a limited study to determine the likely savings to the
community from a proportional reduction in vehicle slze Compounding factors, such as the
use of different materials (eg; plastics and aluminium) and manufacturing techmques would
need to be considered. Sensitivity analyses would also be desirable to allow for variations of
these factors.

5.3.2 Down-Sizing Costs
While it maybe possible to determine the likely benefits of down-sizing, arriving at the prop
costs would be more difficult. The major costs of down-sizing to thecommunity would
terms of increased trauma from smaller vehicles. It would be extremely difficult a priu;
assess the consequences of down-sizing in terms of likely vehicle mix. A number of differcnt
scenarios might be possible such as:
a proportional shiftin the vehicle fleet towards the smaller or lighter vehicles
(ie; a movement away from big cars altogether so that the present relative
differences in vehicle size are maintained), or
a stretching of the distribution towards smaller vehicles, with big cars are relatively unaffected and the middle group of cars moving downwards,
Obviously, both of these scenarios have safety consequences: The first scenario would mea1
that the relative injury patterns currently experienced are maintained but that thereis likely to
be a constant increase in trauma from the absolute size reduction. Scenario two would see a nonlinear increase in small vehicle trauma, dependent upon increases in relativities as well as the
number of small cars involved in crashes.
Establishing the safety consequences would require considerable assumptions about thelikely
mix of small and large cars in the vehicle fleet in fbture and the associated injurious effects.

5.3.3 Conclusions
Cost-benefit analysis would be an important input into the down-sizing debate, providing
rational information to help guide fbture decisions. Whether it would be possible to amve at
accurate estimates of the likely benefits and costs is not clear. A partial solution might be to
look at a matrix of possibilities based on various scenarios and arrive at a range of possible
outcomes. While this may not be too definitive, it could at least help focus on what are the
relevant issues and the likely consequences.
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6.

GENERAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The literature review has pointed to a number ofimportant findings in regard to the relationship
between vehicle mass,size and occupant safety. as well as a number ofunresolved issues. This
Chapter summarises these findings and identifyareas that still require further attention It ends
by listing the main conclusions emanating from this review.
6.1

DOWN-SIZINGAND SAFETI

The literature on the relationship between vehicle mass, size and safety
was a little unclear and
seemed to be subject to a number of confounding influences. There was general consensus by
most researchers that bigger cars were inherently more safe than smaller models. However,
problems arose when trying to be more specific about this relationship, in part because of a
number of definition ambiguities.
Vehicle size is often interpreted to mean differences in the vehicle’s external dimensions, its
cabin space, or its engine size. Vehicle mass can refer to its curb weight, unladen weight, its
weight with and without fuel or with and without occupants or load. Small variations in some
of these characteristics can lead to a marked difference in outcome and maskthe full extent of
the relationship between a vehicle’s mass or size on safety.

.-

These problems aside, however, the oneclear message to comefrom this reviewis thatoccupant
safety isvery much dependent upon the type ofvehicle one is in during the crash. Whether its
mass or size (structure) that offers improved protection is yet to be positively shown. The role
of cabin size would also seem to be worth closer scrutiny, although it, too, is not totally
independent of otherdimensions. The overriding complication is ofcourse impact velocity for,
beyond some critical speed, the debate becomes irrelevant. However, as a large body of
evidence shows that the vast majority of crashes today still occur at potentially survivable
speeds, it is worth pursuing the importance of these vehicle dimensions in improving vehicle
safety.
6.2

CRASHWORTHINESS AND CRASHPRONENESS

The conceptsof “crashworthiness” and “crashproneness” and how vehicle design influences
them was also reviewed. It is clear that crashworthiness (how well avehicle performs in a crash)
is quite a separate concept to crashproneness (whether the crash can be avoided), the
implications of each needing carehl consideration These terms are akin to the notion of
“primary” and “secondzty” safety, normally credited to WilliamHaddon.
-.

,-

Vehicle safety ratings which assess fleet crashworthiness have demonstrated statistically robust
differences between makes and models of different size and mass. While in general the larger
the car the better its crashworthiness, there is some evidence that performance within similar
size (mass) categories can be influencedby other characteristics. Vehicle safety feature
differences would seem to be one possible source of within-size variation
Crashproneness differences, on the other hand, are inherently difficult to interpret because of
the overwhelming influence of driver factors. As various models appeal to different motorists,
so factors such as driver age, sex, distance travelled, travel speed, and injury susceptibility all
play a part in influencing these assessments. The likelihood of a vehicle rolling over seems to
be the only aspect of vehicle crashproneness essentially outside these exposure effects.

~
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6.3

THE ROLE OF MASS AND SAFETY

The vast majority of the literature published on the effects of down-sizing on safety have
focussed on the influence of the vehicle’s mass. Overall, it appears that themass of the vehicle
has a pronounced effects of the level of safety for occupants of passenger cars that crash,
in multi-car
although there appeared to be amuch stronger relationship between mass and size
crashes than single vehicle collisions The precise nature of the relationship, however, is not
at all clear or proven from these studies.
There were large differences reported in the magnitude of the mass effect across the various
studies reviewed here, both between and within countries. Some of this variation would be
accounted for by differences in driver and crash conditions as these were not controlled for
consistently across thestudies. The type of crash and the impact speed were also not consistent
in many of the studies (if known at all) and these factors would inevitably have a sizeable
influence in injury outcome. Thecrash periods also varied from the1970’s until the late1980’s
during which time there were a number of improvements in vehicle design and occupant
protection.
It is apparent that would be a difficult task indeed to try and predict what the consequences of
down-sizing alone would bein terms of occupant safety, giventhe number ofvariables involved
and their interactive effects.
6.4

VEHICLE FLEET EFFECTS

One or two researchers have remarked on the fact that in crashes involving similar mass
vehicles, the injury outcome for the occupants is still significantly different dependent upon
whether they are small-small or large-large crashes (Evans 1985c, for example, reported that
drivers of small cars were2.3 times more likely to be seriously injuredor killed if 900kg pairs
of cars collided compared to those in 1SOOkg pairs in the US).

He subsequently argued, however, that as small-small car crashes were only 30% as frequent
as large-large car crashes in the US, then the risk of injury for small car driversis only 70% (ie.,
0.3 times 2.3) that for drivers of large cars overall. Thus, removing large cars from the fleet
through down-sizing, he maintained, could lead to an increase in injuries if drivers adjust their
risk taking behaviour in the absence of these large threatening vehicles (the so-called “risk
homeostasis” theory ofdriver behaviour).
This is a curiousargument indeed as Evans has ignored several important and seemingly critical
aspects. First, thereneeds to be more definitive evidence that drivers in smaller fleets elsewhere
are at a higher riskof collision than they are in the US. International comparisons are possible,
although there areseveral other sources ofdifference (roads,
traffic volumes, speeds, behaviour,
etc) thatcould explain any differences here. Second, it ignores what the current proportionof
small andlarge cars are
in the US and what the risk of a collision is for both these
size categories.
Suppose for instance that
drivers of small cars generally have fewer crashes than drivers
of large
ones. Then, there is potential for a reduction in the number of injuries from down-sizing as
removing large cars will inevitably reduce the overall risk of crashing.
Thetheoryof
risk homeostasis haslong been disproved by the continuous fallin the
international road toll rateper l0,OOOvehicles. This doesnot preclude, however, the possibility
that drivers might still adjust their driving slightly in the face of different driving conditions.
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In any event, trying to predict the safety consequences of down-sizing would be very much
dependent on a number of local factors which Evans did not seem to address
6.5

THE ROLE OF SIZE AND SAFETY

Therewere conflicting accounts of whether size or mass is the critical safety factor, Evansand
his colleagues in the US.4 argued that variation in mass between colliding vehicles was
paramount and that size was only a relevant feature when vehicle masswas constant between
two cars that collide or in single vehicle crashes. This finding was also confirmed by Joksch
and Thoren (1984) of the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration in Washington.
Banthia and his co-workers at Acoa argued the reverse. They maintained~thatdifferences in
mass intimately involved structural differences and that size and structure was the principle
feature They argued that cars built of lighter materials while maintaining size would be both
safer and more fuel efficient (although coincidently this view supports the interests of their
employers). The Insurance Institute for Highway Safety recently reported that passenger car
down-sizing between 1979 and 1989 in the US was related to increases in occupant casualties
which they attributed to size differences. However, this study failed to address whether size or
mass decreases had the stronger association
To some degree, it willalways be a matter ofcontention whether size or mass is the critical factor
associated with the safety disbenefitof down-sizing because they are so interrelated with each
other. The use of lighter materialssuch as aluminiumin car structures means thatthe
consequence ofmass versus size takes on more importance than simply academic interest. The
degree to which the use of light-weight materials in body construction will effect safety is not
clear, given the relatively smallcontribution ofthe weight ofthe body shell generallyto the total
weight of the vehicle. However, as Partyka demonstrated, differences of only 100 pounds
(approximately 45 kilograms) can have a sizeable influence on multiple vehicle fatality rates
The use of Finite Element Design (FEA) in streamlining body design is also of interest in the
size or mass debate. This relatively new design procedure enables designers to focus on
essential members and components in designing new vehicles andeliminate the need for
redundant structures in meeting crash performance requirements in future car bodies. This
procedure is expected to lead to even lighter car bodies than current models. It is important to
monitor the use of light-weight materials in body construction and FEA in streamlining body
structures for assessing their impact on occupant protection in the years ahead.
6.6
-

-

THE EFFECT OF CRASH TYPE

The role of crash type is important for specifylng the relationship between mass (size) and
safety Researchers such as Evans showed that mass effects weremore pronounced for frontal
the size or structure ofthevehicle is maximal and the impact energy can
and rear impacts where
be absorbed in a more controlled manner. However, there appeared to be little if any massor
size benefit for larger cars in the Canadian side impact study reported by Dalmotas. This is not
too surprising, given the relative lack of structurein the side of most cars irrespective of their
size Design opportunities for improving occupant protection in side impacts might lead to
benefits more from structural improvements rather than mass effects, although there are only
limited opportunities for such improvements, given present day vehicle designs and styles.

Vehicle rollover is known to be an extremelysevere type ofcrash and one more likely to involve
a single vehicle. Smaller,lighter vehicles tendto have higherrollover rates thanlarger, heavier
ones, largelybecause ofthe relation oftrack and height ofthe centre ofgravity, which is in turn
related to linear dimensions. According to Kahane, the severity ofinjury outcome is related to
rollover propensity rather than crashworthiness. Thiseffectis mitigated, tosome extent,
because larger, heavier cars tend to have their (less frequent) rollovers at higher speed than
smaller, lighter vehicles. Again, with lighter materials or composite bodies in the future, there
may be some scope forimproving the rollover characteristics of smaller cars by lowering the
centre of gravity or widening the track.
6.7

THE INFLUENCE OF SAFETY FEATURES

The preceding discussion has shown that in a simple car-to-car crash, occupant safety is related
to the change in velocity during impact(delta-V) which is determined in part by the mass ratio.
However, there areseveral reports which illustrated crashworthiness variations within particular mass categorize seemingly determined by other design aspects such asthe amount and type
of safety featureb fitted to the vehicle (Cameron et a1 1992)
The level of rest~aintuse has been shown to markedly influence the mass (size) and safety
relationship in a number of studies The study by Jones and Whitfield in 1984 demonstrated
that an unbelted driver in a 43251b (2000kg) carhad the same amount ofprotection asa belted
driver in a 25001b (1 140kg) vehicle. Moreover, they claimed that drivers of small cars gained
more from being restrained than did their large car counterparts. Stewart and Stutts in 1978
failed to find an asymmetrical masseffect for seatbelt use asdid Jones and Whitfield, although
they were principally concerned with single vehicle crashes.
The only study to report size differential effects for airbags was less than definitive. It would
seem reasonable to assume qualitative benefits for occupantsin head-on crashes from airbags
and that these might favour occupants in smaller vehicles. However, the study reported the
opposite. This could have been because of a number of confounding factors which were
uncontrolled in this report. Given that airbags are a recent development, it is still too early yet
to assess whether they will offer disproportionate benefits based on vehicle mass or size.
6.8

DOWN-SIZING AND THE AUSTRALIAN VEHICLE FLEET

Fleet down-sizing sertainly appears to have been areal phenomenon during the 1970’sand early
1980’s in most western countries.While this wassaid to have resultedfrom the oil crisis during
the mid-1970’s, it mayalso have beenthe result of other forcessuch as increased purchases by
women who had a preference for smaller vehicles. This has been reported by one vehicle
manufacturer in this country.
There arecertainly financial benefits to owners of smaller cars from cheaper running costs (cars
with less than 16OOcc engines cost only 74% that of 3000ccvehicles to run, presumably heavily
influenced by the costof petrol). However,given the relatively lowprices ofhel in this country,
it could hardly be the major push for down-sizing in Australia.
Importantly, however, government statistics revealed that the proportion of smaller cars in
Australia (those with a mass of 11OOkg or less) has been relatively
stable throughout the 1980’s
and early 1990’s. Furthermore, trends ofincreased sales of these vehicles in the 1970’s have
not continued recently inthis country. Thereis little evidence ofany real or lasting trend towards
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lighter or smaller cars in Australia. Nevertheless, this may change in the years ahead if only
from the use of lighter materials in car construction.
6.9

DESIGNRULE IMPLICATIONS

Vehicle emissionregulations may have had some minor effecttowards down-sizing, but on the
evidence considered here, hardly a significant effect Moreover, recent amendments to ADR37
to come intoeffect in December 1996 are not expected to have any noticeable effects on vehicle
down-sizing and hence on occupant safety from mass or size influences.
Vehicle performance legislation aimed at specifyingacceptable levels of safety may have some
influence on vehicle mass and size as manufacturers design cars to meet these levels. More
features such as airbags, belt pretensioners and webbing clamps, stronger seats, etc will have
influences will at best
some marginal (upward) influence on the cars weight. However, these
only be minimal and are likely to apply to the whole vehicle fleet.
It has been argued that the most effective means of improving occupant protection for all
Australians would be to up-size the vehicle fleet (rather than down-size). The consequences
of this are not immediately apparent in terms of what the benefits and disbenefits would be,
based on the literature available. There may be an overall improvement in vehicle trauma but
at some cost (higher purchase and running costs for those least able to afford it as well as
environmental consequences). Whether such legislation would be acceptable to the majority
of motorists is also questionable.
6.10 THE USE OF ECONOMIC ANALYSIS

Cost-benefit analysis would make an important contribution to the down-sizing debate,
providing rational information to help guide future decisions. It would be possible to undertake
a cost benefit study of the consequences of down-sizing (or up-sizing for that matter) of the
future Australian fleet. However, it would not be an easy task, requiring a number of
assumptions and estimates of fleet effects both short term and long tern.
ofpossibilities, based on various
It was argued thata partial solution might be tolook at amatrix
scenarios to arrive at a range of possible outcomes. While this may not provide definitive
answers, it could at least help focus on what are therelevant issues and likely consequences and
demonstrate areas requiring further work in this area.
6.11 CONCLUSIONS

A number of conclusions can be drawn from this review of the relationship between vehicle
mass, size, and safety.
1.

There is little doubtthat larger vehicles are inherently more safe than smaller ones.
However, the precise relationship between mass, size and safety is not entirely clear.

2.

A number of confounding factors will influence the crash performance of a vehicle apart
from mass or size advantages These include driver involvement, crash type, impact
speed, and safety feature differences. These mustbe controlled for to enable meaningful
comparisons of vehicle crashworthiness to be made.
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3.

Mass seems to be an important feature in multi-vehicle crashes while sizeis more relevant
in single vehiclecrashes. The high correlation between these factors and the lack of well
controlled studies in this area makes it difficult to separate mass and size effects.

4.

The consequence of whether mass or sizehas greatest influence on vehiclesafetyis
paramount if manufacturers continue to use lighter materials and/or composite structures
in their vehicles.

5.

The degree towhich driverbehaviour interacts with vehicle massis unclear. While downsizing might leadto drivers of smaller cars changing their risk characteristics, one would
hardly expect massive changes through down-sizing.

6.

Mass or size effects aremore pronounced in frontal crashes. Side impacts offer little
opportunity formass (size) effects because of limits in available space. Rollover benefits
for larger cars are dependent on size, not mass.

7.

Safety features do influencevehicle safety, independent of the vehicle’s size or mass.
Seatbelts act to enhance safety for occupants in all car masses and may have greater
benefits for small caroccupants in multi-vehicle crashes. While airbags also offer
benefits for all occupants, it is too early yet to know whetherthey have differential effects
for any particular vehicle mass or size.

8.

There has been little evidence of down-sizing in the Australian fleet since the late 1970’s
apart from the advent of somevery small cars. The traditional economic motivation for
down-sizing has been challenged, suggesting that changes in buying patterns, emphasising increased female ownership has had a much greater influence in down-sizing in this
country than economic factors.

9.

Current or proposed Australiandesign rules havehad (or will have)onlymarginal
be possible to legislate for a larger vehicle fleet,
influence on down-sizing. While it would
such a step does not seem warranted at this time.

10. Economic analysis is a suitable means of examining the costsand benefits of down-sizing.
At this time, a cost-benefit analysis would need to focus on a matrix of possible outcome
scenarios, given the number of assumptions needed to amve at BCRs.
6.12 AREAS FOR WHICH FURTHER RESEARCH IS NEEDED

It is difficult to poirx t? specific areas requiring further research into down-sizing inthis country,
given the apparent iack of a shift towards smaller vehicles in Australia. This is not to say that
future trendsmight not see a push for light-weight smaller cars world-wide which would have
might be useful for futureresearch in this area
some flow-on effect in Australia. Some areas that
are listed below.

1.
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There might be somevalue in assessing what motivation there is for smaller, light-weight
vehicles in Australia. This could entail assessments of demand trendsamongthe
population for smaller vehicles now and in the future, as well as examining local and
overseas developments in manufacturing smaller and lighter cars generally. Industry
plans for using lighter and composite materials, more ,sophisticated design approaches
and future trade-offs between lighter materials and larger size cars would be particularly
important information if available.
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2.

Merged databases are currently available ofbothNSWs and Victorian police and injury
data over the last 5 to 10 years containing over 100,000 records supplemented withvehicle
makeandmodel
descriptors whichwouldpermit
a moredetailedanalysis
ofthe
relationship between vehicle mass, size and safety Exposure control techniques are
available to permit a degree of control of many of the confounding factors reported in
several of the studies reviewed here

3.

A cost-benefit study could be attempted ofthe likely effects of down-sizing and up-sizing
the Australian vehicle fleet. While this analysis would entail a number of assumptions
and predictions about futuresize trends, it could nevertheless highlight criticalaspects of
fleet size changes for the future. Such an analysis should not attempt to predict a single
outcome but rather a range or matrix of possibilities to demonstrate these effects.
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